
A FEW WORDS ...

When I was asked to write a few words for the introduction I hesitated because so much has
happened in the last year and the promise for next year is just as "exciting". What will it
mean to be of Technology College Status? Will we be adopting the Star Trek mentality to
boldly go where no man has gone before? (They obviously did not study English grammar at
BRGS!!)

Let us not be led astray by thinking that advanced technology can replace good teachers. On
the contrary, good teachers can use advanced technology to improve further their teaching
effectiveness and efficiency. The new technology status will enable us to provide staff and
students with equipment and resources that will enhance the learning process. New
technology will :

- use T.V. cameras to link up to microscopes
-revolutionise the design processes in art and technology
-use multimedia computers to access information in a variety of subjects
-enable students to use word processing and desk top publishing as a way of life
-provide differentiated programmes of study so that students of all abilities can work at
their own pace.

- enable students to test materials and structures using "proper" industrial equipment and
use computer driven machines to make products previously designed on the computer.

I am confident that students are going to experience a new dimension. Indeed, if I had to
make a serious prediction about education for the next few years it would be that from 11 to
18 the trend will be to create a learning environment rather than a teaching environment in
educational establishments. Once again BRGS will lead the way in sound educational
practice.

I trust that you will enjoy this edition of Squirrel - the serious as well as the less serious
articles. Thank you to all who have helped to produce it.

M.R.Morris (not Captain Kirk)



EDITORIAL

First of alii must thank all those who contributed to the successful production of

this issue of "Squirrel". The Sixth Form committee (Susan Scott, Catherine Lord,

Laura Gibson, Darren Hewitson, Faith Radley and James Bloomfield) did

excellent work as did the secretarial and reprographic staff. Allthose individual

students and teachers who wrote, typed and word processed their way through

articles, stories, poems and reports need to be congratulated as does Mrs

Suzanne Pickles my very efficient co-editor.

I hope there are things for everyone to enjoy in this edition of "Squirrel". It is

never easy knowing what to exclude and what to include. At B.R.G.S. the editor

of a magazine such as this is certainly spoilt for choice. It has been a pleasure to

read through so many sincere and deeply felt submissions by our young people.

I hope that what you read here will be a sufficient counter to those who are

cynical about young people. Young people have much to offer and here, without

further ado, you will find ample evidence of their idealism and of their

intelligence.

JOHN MARKS



NEW TEACHERSAT B.R.G.S.

JOHN MARKS

Previous School(s):

First impressions of B.RG.S.:

Your job at B.RG.S.:

Hobbies & interests:

SUZANNE PICKLES

Previous Schools:
,

First Impressions of B.RG.S.:

Your job at B.RG.S.:

Hobbies and interests:

DA VID MORRISS

Previous school(s):

First impressions of RRG.S.:

Your job at B.RG.S.:

Hobbies and interests:

2 London
1 Aylesbury
1 Oldham.

Building (exterior) needs to be cleaned
Children are friendly
Staff are helpful.

Head of English

Swimming, cricket, snooker, reading,
history, poetry, travel, camping.

1 in Staffordshire

Children are very open and friendly and
the staff have been helpful.

Teacher of English

Reading, (mainly novels), tap dancing,
swimming, travel.

Roundhay HS., Leeds

Splendid Victorian architecture.

Teacher of Biology,zoo keeper to 9R

p'aying the guitar, aerobics.



KEV/N GREHAN

Previous school(s):

First impressions of B.RG.S.:

Your job at B.RG.S.:

Hobbies and interests:

BRENDAN BA/RV

Previous school(s):

First impressions of B.RG.S.:

Your job at B.RG.S:

Hobbies and interests:

TOM GRAY

Previous School{s):

First impressions of B.R G.S.:

Your job at B.RG.S.:

Hobbies and interests:

CAKMEL FOY

Previous school(s):

First impressions of B.RG.S.:

Your job at B.RG.S.:

Hobbies and interests:

Queensbury Upper School, Bradford

Friendly children, strange accents.

Teacher of History, English and P.f._L.

Cricket (Kent), football (West Ham),
cinema, abseiling.

Brooke Vale Comprehensive, Runcorn.

Friendly and helpful children, poor
sports facilities.

Teacher of P.E. and Year 7 Biology.

Football, basketball (watching and playing),
music (especially Bob Dylan, Bmce
Springsteen and Prince).

Abraham Guest, S1.Peters H.S., Wigan

Very much like the school I went to -
traditional building and atmosphere.

Teacher of Technology.

Orienteering and other outdoor pursuits,
raising children.

S1.Julie's H.S., Liverpool.

Very imposing building, beautiful
surrounding (views from Clark building),
intermr is smaller than anticipated.

Teacher of Music with some French and
German.

Keen cyclist (London to Brighton every year
for charity), calligraphy.



FIRSTMEETING OF THE EDITORIAL COMMITTEE

(or the reaDy useful art of delegation)

Mr. Barks: Right then everybody, what will we call this magazine?

Sue: What about 'The Intergalactic Messenger'

Glue: Or, 'The Word comes to RRG.S.'?

Blue: Or, 'The Freethinker'?

U: Or, 'ust 11-18'?

2: Or, 'Magic magazine'?
,

Mr. Barks: Right,that's settledthen, 'Squirrel' it is. Howlong
should it be?

Sue: Oh, it depends how many articles are submitted

Glue: Well, I think it should be long enough.

Blue: We'll have to make it fairly short or the staff won't read
it.

z:

I'd say between 50 and 100 pages.

No, it must be at least 50 pages

U:

(Mr. Barks whispers to Miss Tickles, 'How long was last years?' Miss
Tickles whispers to l\fr. Barks, 'Sixty eight pages'.)

Mr. Barks: Right then that's settled, sixty eight pages it is.

(U and Z smirk at each other)

Mr. Barks: Now for the really important question, who's going to do
the worl.-?

Miss Tickles:Well, I think each year should make a contribution.
f

Sue: Year Seyen can write about Little Squirts.



Glue: Year Eight can write about Medium sized squirts.

Yes, and Year Nine can write about really big squirts.Blue:

U: Year Ten can write about 'How I've never been a squirt'

Yes,and Year Elevencan write about 'Squirt, how d'yer
spell that?'

Mr. Barks: O.K and what about the Sixth Form?

z:

Miss Tickles:What about them?

Mr. Barks: Should we ask them to contribute something?

Sue: Come on, get real.

Mr. Barks: Oh, sorry, I forgot. What about all the real work, you
know, typing, printing, that sort of thing, who's going
to do that?

Sue: Well we can't do it, we're too busy organising.

Glue: And we can't do it, we'll be too busy editing.

Blue: And we can't do it, we'll be too busy drafting.

U: And we can't do it, we'll be too busy facilitating.

z: And we can't do it, we'll be too busy losing things.

Miss Tickles:Andyou can't possibly do it Mr. Barks you'll be far too
busy delegating.

Mr. Barks: Well that leaves the secretarial and printing staff - I suppose
they're used to doing real work. I'll ask them.

All: Good idea, thatT

Mr. Barks: Well, thanks for turning up, we've done a lot of really
unreal work today. Now next week we've all got to supply
embarrassing questions for Sue to ask Mr. Morris.

All: RightT



AN INTERVIEW WITH THE HEAD

Where did you go to sclwol? What was your headmaster like? What has changed
since your school days?

I went to school in Kingsbury, north umdon, to an 11-18 grammar school. The
headmaster at the school was very much an authoritarian character who was not to
be approached by students, not even sixth formers. There was, perhaps, a greater
respect for authority then.

What was the worst 'crime'you committed during your school days?

I once deliberately missed a games lesson which was surprising as I played in the
rugby and hockey teams.

Who was your sclwolday hero?

Cricketers like Truman and Statham. Little did I know that I would eventually
head north and be in Statham country. Nowadays, I admire some sportsmen, but
think, perhaps, that the game has changed for the worse.

Can you describe a typical sclwol day?
~

No two days are the same. The 'phone usually starts ringing at 8am. It could be
parents, pupils or staff. There are all sorts of problems to deal with. Before getting
ready for assembly I have to deal with room changes. Mter that, it could be
teaching, seeing various people or having them come to see me. There's also a lot of
problem solving which seems to be a key area for any headmaster nowadays.

What is the least enjoyable aspect of your job?

Although maintaining discipline is normally straight forward, I do not enjoy having
to reprimand or even exclude someone.

What do you see as the best and worst aspects of the school?

Our sports facilities have always concerned me and I regard them as the least
attractive part of the school that we have to offer our students. However, the
quality of teaching in the department is exceptional.

The best aspect of the school is the hard work and dedication of the staff.



How would you like the school to be in the year 2000?

This is difficult to answer. I hope that we continue to progress along the route
which has already been established and that youngsters are prepared for ,the world
that exists then. I certainly think that the methodology of teaching, by the year
2000, will have changed.

What is the most memorable incident in your teaching career so far?

I certainly remember, as a young trience teacher, carrying out an experiment which
is now illegal in schools -exploding acetylene and oxygen in a large plastic bag. We
did the experiment some distance from the school and yet still managed to shake the
windows of the school building.

What is the best piece of advice you have been given?

One of the best pieces of advice I was given was by my elderly physics teacher who
told me I ought to become a salesman or a schoolteacher. Taking that advice started
my caJ'eer in education.

What hobbies and interests do you have outside of school?

I have two hobbies wlich take up a lot of time: sailing and car maintenance.
Having built a kit car, I'm now restoring a classic car. I'm also involved in church
work.

If you won a million pounds, what lfould you do with it?

I think I'd donate some of it to a charity called RR.G.S. and build a sports hall. I'd
be tempted to buy a yacht but would feel a responsibility for helping people who are
more deserving.

If you were prime minister, what woold you make law?

I would like to see a national formula applied to all schools throughout the country
so schools' funding is based entirely on the number of pupils.

On a less serious note, I certainly would like to see the age of retirement for school
teachers brought down.

If you could change anything in your life what would it be?

I've actually got no regrets and would not wish to change anything that has gone on
either professionally or in my personal life. I've enjoyed everything and have no
regrets.



'~ Technician~ lot is not an easy one"

(with apologies to Gilbert and Sullivan)

If sometimes we seem unhappy - just you think,
just you think.......

We may well have come from unblocking a sink
king a sink;

Where your litter, and your pencils, sweets and gum,
sweets and gum

Have accumulated, and it makes us glum
makes us glum.

In between times we're expected to science
Weighing chemicals, preparing every lab.
We are great - we'll mend a vandalised appliance,
It's no wonder that~ou all think we are fabIT

When laboratory duty's to be done,
to be done,

A technician's lot is not an easy one,
easy one.

We lend you pens and sew your skirts and clean your nails,
clean your nails

Find you paper, books, and listen to your tales
to your tales.

Clean off chewing gum, find paper for a graph,
for a graph.

Enjoy your company, and with you have a laugh,
have a laugh.

And to us you come when you are feeling 'crummy'
We will make you feel much better in a tick
Whether it's a cut or just an aching tummy.....
(We even have a bowl for if you're sickTT)

When laboratory duty's to be done,
to be done.

A technician's lot is not an easy one,
easy one.



TRIP TO U2 CONCERT

This concert was well worth the £36. It was being held at Roundhey Park, Leeds. The coach
seemed to be taking a detour because it seemed to take ages to get there.

When we arrived my auntie, uncle and his brother and I were all surprised at the amount of
traffic around. All the grown ups started going off to Safeway and places like that to buy beer.
Kobody at that time knew that beer wasn't allowed in the concert. My uncle and his brother had
bought loads of beer and when we got to the gates of the concert and were giving our tickets in
my uncle and his brother were virtually giving beer away to people behind them. At the gates
there were several hundred litres capacity containers full of surplus booze. When we were
handing our tickets in attendants searched us for drugs and weapons etc.

When I got in I was 'gobsmacked' at how many people were there. It was like standing in the
middle of Wembley Stadium with a full capacity around you. When everybody was inside the
capacity was read out "80,127". All of a sudden people started muttering about the attendance
and it was like a humming all round the area. Time was dragging and people started whistling
like they do towards the end of football matches. People were getting fed up but there was some
entertainment at the end near the stage. People were making human pyramids and they turned
out to get more applause than the support groups.

Finally the concert began. The support groups to be quite honest were rubbish. People were
acting like there was nobody there singing what so ever, they weren't impressed at all. The two
support groups were playing for about an hour and half then there was a 15 minute break. In
this break my uncle and I tried to get a t-shirt as a souvenir of the occasion but it was impossible
because the queue must have been 150m long. We decided not to try queuing and we went back
to our places.

As we were walking back I almost jumped out of my skin because the whole stage blew up in I

colour and music started blasting out of the massive speakers at the front. The music was so f
loud it felt like the ground was vibrating. They must have sung about ten songs when they had a :
short break. After five minutes the lead singer 'BONO' came out dressed as a devil. This was the ~

time when he made his famous phone call which he does at every concert. This time he phoned a ;
pizza parlour in Leeds and ordered 80,127 pizzas and he left his name as Lucifer. The music
started up again and people were dancing and singing because the songs were getting more lively
and better to dance to. I bet if somebody didn't know the words to the songs after hearing one for
about 30 seconds you would get hooked and sing all the way through from then on. There were
about another 7 songs and then there was another break.

'Bono' the lead singer said things like thanks for coming and you're the loudest crowd we've ever
had and basically goodbye. People started shouting encore and singing chants and eventually we
persuaded them to come out again and they came out to a massive applause. They sung about
another 4 or 5 songs and then cut the goodbyes short and just said 'goodnight'. It must have been
11.30 p.m. when the concert finished and I felt totally shattered after dancing and singing all the
way through it. Within 5 minutes of getting back on the coach I feel asleep. One thing I know is
that listening to C.D's at home maybe okay but going to see a group live is hundreds of times
better, all down probably to the atmosphere.

t~

CRAIG PAYNE 8S



THE SUMMER EXAMS: ALTERNATIVE ANSWERS

Describe one difference between a kite and a rhombus.
A kite flies and a rhombus dOE'Sn't.

The main reason for burning any fuel is to get rid of it.

How does a tuning fork make a sound?
The pongs vibrate through the air.

From the OB. map, measure the length of the airport at Newcastle.
22km.

At the end of Jesus' life on the cross a soldier jammed a sphere into his side.

Comment on these results.
Very nice!

What type of bonding is present?
Bionic bonding.

Describe the new weapons used in the trenches of the Western Front.
Machine guns, gas and submarines.

Name a difference between an onion bulb cell and an onion leaf cell.
Water pipes.

Why should we reduce the amount of energy we use?
It's bad for the onzo layer.

Where did most people live in England in 1O66?
In huts.

Name an example of a hydro-electric power scheme.
Notre Dam

What is a nomad?

A big statue where Muslims go and worship.

Where was Jesus buried?

John Marks' Temple. (Is this a new venture for the Head of English?)

When was Jesus born?
December 25th 1993.

Y8 English: Why are Australian soap stars compared with synchronised swimm€
Because they take all their clothes off and wave their arms and legs about.
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FROM PRUSSIA WITH LOVE

Now that my special assignment comes to its end, I can reveal my true identity: I am Gladys
Althwaite, special agent 006113with a licence to teach.

Classified by the Official Secrets Act

Codename: S.I.G.R.I.D. Secret Investigating German Rabid and In Drag

Drink: , Boddington's -stolen, shaken and stirred

Martial Arts: Origami (black belt), Mikado, Chop Suey

Senior Officer: M

Mission: infect as many people as possible with the Virus Teutonicus

Mission Controller: Mr. Brig (disguised as German teacher)

To maintain the cover in this matter of life or death, Q equipped me with a VW Polo
Quathro Turbo GTI 16V. He fitted an invisible sunroof, special dirty-look paintwork,
revolving number plates and the steering wheel on the wrong side. As an extra, Q
thankfully moved the pedals to the same side as the steering wheel. Unfortunately, he left
the handbrake and gears tick in their original places.

To complete the disguise, I added a German accent to my Oxford English and reserved a
chair in the staffroom with my beach-towels.

Against all odds, I survived this deadly mission and can now return to my secretary, Mr.
Geldpfennig.



ICHTHUS

Fun, Drama, Games, Quizzes? Do you want to know more? Try this club! It could be
for you. It's not as bad as it might first appear. So come to room 69, Tuesdays, bring
your lunch and a friend. Be ready for an action packed hmchtime with ICHTHUS!

Miss Pretty comes armed with a Bible and Mr. Payne with some crazy games! The
sixth form dash in as helpers, or are the leaders for a week! Sometimes we have
music or other people to lead Ichthus, for a week. Some people have seen posters
saying 'Why the FishT Well, it means - come to Ichthus and find out!

Join in the fun and games, like - bible quizzes, plays or acting and, we have been
known to become experts in balloon sculpturing.

SO WHY DON'T YOU COME?
AND JOIN IN THE FUN,

YOU CAN BE AN EXPERT TOO!!

CATHERINE HARGREA VES and
SUZANNE ELKINGTON 7B

EARTH ACTION GROUP

A busy autumn term saw the production of the first edition of the "Survivar' environment!
magazine, compiled mainly by members of BR. We aJso heard that we had won a prize in!
competition organised by The Tree Council and two representatives of the group travelled I
London to receive a certificate from the Duchess of Kent. The £300 prize money has bee
spent on further development of the tree plantation on the south side of The Glen.

Pupil involvement in practical conservation work has been a major part of activities thi
year, with fencing work at the autumn ha]f term, tree planting before Christmas and in t~
February ha]f term, and the creation of a wildlife pond in the Easter holiday. We ar
indebted to the staff of the British Trust for Conservation Volunteers and to Stev
Wrightson of Rossendale Groundwork for their help with practical projects.

Many thanks to all the pupils and members of staff who have taken part in activities.
special mention must go to Dr. Robinson, Nicholas Green and Damian Bell for the
organisation of paper collection for recycling and to the girls of 8R for their enthusiast
support.

Once again, the Governors must be thanked for continuing to support our activities.



Bacup and Rawtenstall Grammar School
Glen Road
Waterfoot
Rossendale
Lancashire

12.5.94

Dear Ben,

Well done on passing the test. This September you'll be where I am now - Year 7, or for short
SPROGS! Before you come up there's a couple of things you should know.

1. The Art Room
Whenever you have art never wear a jumper or your thermals even if it's a cold day, as the
art room is really hot.

2. The Dinllu!: Room

At dinner try to get to the canteen because it gets very busy, very quickly. If you don't have
school dinner there is an ice-cream van or you can go down to Waterfoot.

3. The Hill
In the morning when you're half asleep you have to walk up the hill which everyone dreads.
Make sure you've got your walking legs on.

4. Joilets
The boys' toilets especially, no offence, are particularly smelly and they are down in the
basement. Fortunately, the girls' are out of the way.

5. Homework

Forgetting your homework is a serious matter but if you do forget your name will be put on a
homework slip and if you forget it often you may get detention.

Hope you enjoy your first day and if you are stuck don't hesitate to ask.

From

Gemma Fisher



B.RC.S.
Glen Road
Waterfoot
Rossendale
Lancs.

7th May 1994

Dear Alison

I hope you will enjoy your time here at B.R.G.S. I am going to mention a few things thai
might be helpful when you come here.

On your first day bring a pencil case with the basic things in it, e.g. a pencil, pencil crayons~
scissors, a ruler, a pen, a pencil, sharpener, etc. (Bring a 3Ocm ruler as well). I

Always try to hand your homework in on time and if you're not sure about something, as
your teacher, as soon as you can.

If you happen to buy your dinner, DON'T BUY CHIPS! They taste awful, well, not very good
anyway.

When you have any tests or exams, make sure you revise for them in plenty of time to get a
good mark.

Don't sponsor too many people when there's an event on, or you will run out of money!

Try to always wear the right uniform. Don't wear navy blue socks or trainers, etc.

One more thing is that straight after main hall assembly do not go the back of the hall,
(unless you have to) because the whole school ...ries to go that way and you usually get
squashed.

BE PREPARED TO BE CALLED A SPRaG!

From

Suzanne Elkington 7B.



MY FIRST DAY

On the morning I was due to start B.RG.S. I was nervous, not about going to the actual
school but going on the bus. I'd got up at 6.30, put my uniform on and had some breakfast.
7.45 loomed nearer and nearer, now was the time to show what I was made of!!

As I stood waiting for the bus I realised it wasn't as bad as I'd imagined. The bus soon
arrived and I boarded.

I only had to sit on my own for a bus stop and then my friend Laura boarded. The bus
carried on rapidly picking up more and more people and we soon arrived.

All the children started walking up the hill and though we didn't know what to do, we
followed on after them. We eventually ended up in the hall where everybody went into
different rooms. We went into our form room. Our prefects Ian and Suma were there to met
us. Then the bell went for assembly. We all lined up and went in. The headmaster welcomed
us.

Mter assembly we went back into our form room; we then received copies of our timetable,
homework diaries and jotters in the first two periods. Then it was break.

All my friends and I wandered into the playground. It seemed very daunting but we were
O.K.

Mter break it was Technology (again!). We all had to meet in one room and we were told
which set we were in; I was in set 4, food technology.

Mter that subject I had history, then it was dinner break. For my lunch I had chips; I liked
them. We went into the playground and discussed the events of the day.

The rest of the day went really fast, then it was time to go home.

On the way home I sat thinking about the day's events. B.R.G.s. wasn't as bad as I'd
imagined.

LISA PICKUP 7M

EXPECTATIONS

Caroline w. 7G

Mythoughts on B.R.G.S.had been defined when Iwas little.
Because I livequite close to the school, my friends and Imade
up ghost stories about it. One Iremember, was that an old
headmaster, who had died while making a speech on stage,
walked through the hall shouting at pupils. So on my firstday, I
tried not to go in the hall.



MY FIRST DAY

I woke up at 6.45 a.m. on Wednesday the 1st of September. I was starting B.R.G.S. My mum
wished me good luck. I got dressed and had my breakfast. When I put my uniform on it felt
very strange. I put all the things in my bag that I would need, and set off to catch the bus. I
caught the Greater Manchester bus, with my friends at 8.10 a.m. When I was travelling to
school I felt like a grown up, because I was going to B.R.G.S. and I had caught the right bus.
I caught the bus with my friends. Yvonne Irwin, Sarah Snape and Claire Walsh. We walked
up Glen Road and got to the entrance.

At first, we didn't know where to go in, but then we saw some people from our form going in.
When we got in, we found our form room. It was really exciting because we were waiting for
Mr. Elmer and I had never been there for a full day. Mr. Elmer came in and took the
register. He tried to learn some of our names. The bell went so we went to assembly. Mter
assembly we got some books to put our names on. I filled in my timetable on the back of my
homework diary. By that time it was break. Mter break we went to technology. Then we
went to a history lesson with Mrs. Hudson. It was then time for dinner. I had fish fingers
and chips with a carton of milk to drink. I really enjoyed it. Mer dinner we went, to French
with Mrs. Etherington. It was quite good. When it was English, we put our names on a piece
of paper so Miss Hinch would know them, it was good. I had maths next. We learnt how to
set things out properly. It was English again, next. Miss Hinch gave us a folder to put our
neat work in. At 3.30 p.m. Miss Hinch took us outside for our buses.

When we got to our bus stop we waited for 25 minutes. then an Accrington bus came. It was
a big crush to get on, but we managed. Most people got off at Rawtenstall so it got a lot
quieter. I got off at Baxenden. My bus stop is called 'The Mission'. When I got home I was
really proud of myself for fmishing my first day.

GEMMA HUGHES 7M

WHA T THE TEACHERS SA Y

The teachers think we're really bad and never do the work we're told to do. In other
words not very many of them like us. We've been described as the worst form in the
Year 7 for a long time.

Our form teacher is always complaining to us about the rubbish on the floor and the
footprints on the chairs but he has stuck up for us when one of our teachers was
getting at us.

ILots of teachers complain about us and Mrs Taylor has had a word with both our form
teacher and us about the way we behave but we think that we've done quite well as we I

haven't been thrown out of the form room yet. \

WHAT WE SAY:

Our form is all right we like a good laugh but we do good work, well most of us
anyway. Some people let us down and show us up. They are the type of people that
think they're funny when they're not. Our form likes to take part in school activities,
but some people don't like to join in the fun. We have successfully won the interform
football and netball, we almost won the interform hockey but we were knocked out in
the finals.



BACUP & RAWTENSTALL GRAMlVL.\RSCHOOL
GLEN ROAD
WATERFOOT
ROSSENDALE
LANCASHIRE
BB4 7BJ

12.5.94

Dear Richard

CONGRATULATIONS on passing the B.R.G.S. entrance exam. Did you find it hard? I found it
quite easy when I did it. I hope you find your time at B.R.G.S. exciting and exhilarating and I
hope you will stay the full seven years, instead of five. These are the subjects you many find
enjoyable:-

English, Games, P.E., Physics, Chemistry, Food Technology,
Electronics, Craft, Music and History.

At the moment in technology I am doing cookery. I am making FRillT SALAD. It is going to be a
bit of a venture for me because the most I've ever done (cooking wise) is sausage and mash.

I found that on my first day I was very scared because I didn't know anyone but now I have
settled in well. On the first day you will be given a locker to put in either your books or your P.E.
kit when you're not using it. Outside the boys toilets there are some coat hangers where you can
hang your coat, or you can put it in your desk in the form room. You will be in form 7S, (that I am
in) 7G, 7M, &R or 7B. On the night you come in you will be told which form you are in and which
form room you will be in. You can buy your dinner in the canteen or bring a packed lunch and eat
that in the canteen. You are NOT allowed to eat a packed lunch in your form room.

I think that is all the information you will need.

SEE YOU IN SEPTEMBER!!!

From

RICHARD TAYLOR



I expected ...

but ...

Before I came to B.R.G.S , my teacher told us that the work was very difficult and we would have
to work hard to keep up with everything. I was really worried about it and could picture myself
having to stay in every night, loaded with homework. I could imagine books towering, piled high,
above on either side of me.

By the first day of school I was convinced that I would be worked to death and had memorised
the 'phone number of the child labour society. However, I was surprised with the small amount
of homework and found that the work was actually quite easy. My sister told me that the work in
the second year gets really hard, but I've decided not to bother about it.

Sarah Tholllson 7G

AB the steeple towered high in the darkness, the gilded vane was imperceptible in the clouds.
occasionally the begrimed panes of glass glimmered dully in the moonlight, accentuated by the
ebony brickwork. The slated roof was concealed by menacing branches that cast dark shadows on
the surrounding paths forming monstrous images.

The overgrown grass rustled in the breeze and, together with the creaking weather vane,
produced a cacophony of sounds. Dead leaves had accumulated in sodden heaps and moss had
crept between the crevices of the giant slabs.

The air was deathly. It was cool, lifeless, smelt dank and unwelcoming and whispered
threateningly. Weathered, illegible gravestones covered in coats of lichen leaned in all directions,
cracked and crumbling with age.

Sally Trippier 11S

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

At first the school looked cold and boring, like a prison. AB we walked up the slope people on the
courts watched us. Did they know we were new? AB we came through the doors people stood
about talking, catching up from over the holidays. We walked into the hall and people smiled at
us. Maybe it wasn't so bad after all. We found our form room and apprehensively stepped inside.
Two sixth formers turned to us and said "Hi,we're your prefects, I'm Tara and he's Brendan". We
sat down at two desks. I had heard many bad stories about the school, the sprag, your head being
flushed down the toilet, sprog-bashing and others. People reassured us this wasn't true, now I
know it isn't, and that it's really all right. I had been told that bullying was common, but I
haven't seen it happening. I've settled in now, and school's really all right.

Lucy Ashburner 7G



The Parrot

The parrot's beak is sharp and curved
and wide and black and grey.
His eye is like a bowling ball which
rolls round all day.
His chest feathers are like big
balloons black, brown and green.
His claws are like daggers which look
really, really mean.
His tail feathers are like big green
leaves which swish in the wind.
His wings are like palm tree leaves
which are big long and green.

Daniel Clarke 7B



CONFUSION

Me dad said "YeahT"
Me mum said "NoT"

Me Gran said "a don't care"
And me brother said "Go".

So I went up t'path,
And down t'me mates.

I asked him t'tea,
But he'd already ateT

SIMPLE PSYCHOLOGY

Ah'm owd an' Ah'm ailin'
Ah'm frail an' Ah'm fail in'

Mi poor legs are trailin'
Ah cannot last long

Tu fargone fur curin'
But weel worth insurin'
Ah jus' keep endurin'
Ah never were strong.

Mi doctor's debtin'
Wi' t'surgeon, at's waitin'
tu start operatin'
Wi't'razor-edge knife?

To Doctor Shileter -
Ah'm, sendin' a letter,
Ah never felt better
Yo'n gi'en mi new life!!

CA THERINE TRICKETT 8M

Laughter

Some people laugh like this
HA, HA.

Some people laugh like that
HO, HO

Some people giggle,
Some people snort,
And others don't give it a second th~

By Sarah and
Melissa and

Ayesha 8S
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NAOMI HEMSLEY & KATE HARTLEY

MUSI CAL WO RDSEAR CH

by C.ELLISON & J. GREGSON 8S

G U N S N R 0 S E S H E L L 0 D B
W B U R N L E Y D C E Y L T A 0 Y
0 P X N Y 0 U 0 B H L A N 0 T 0 C
R E R T B L 0 B B Y N W N N M D J
L R 0 I M P A H C R S A U Y A J T
D 0 C K N N M X E S E D T D T A A
S R N 0 I C P T B E A D D -E E M K
A 0 E S M M E A T L 0 A F B S 0 E
P T M A A T R A S E Y H E A T R T
A F 0 P M E U C T P U R B R T A H
R X Z B A S T U M T 0 T Y T U Q A
T Q N Y N M L P L T H R A L B U T
T E P M U 0 U U L R G C A T E I N
H S C U T D C U E E 0 L L S T 0 I
F 0 0 M D M C J L E W I S L U E S

FIND THESE WORDS, ASSOCIATED WITH POP GROUPS

BLOBBY, CULTURE BEAT, TAKE THAT, WORLDS APART,
DOOP, MEAT LOAF, ETERNAL, GUNS N ROSES, HADDAWAY,
C J LEWIS, D REAM, MAN UTD, JAMORAQUI, PRINCE,
TONY DE BART

I

FOR THEM ... .

I'd eat my hat to see Take That. I
For Bad Boys Inc. I'd drink yellow ink.
For Worlds Apart I'd sit on a dart. .

I'd paint my face for Ace of Base. .

I'd dive through a firey hoop to see Doop )
I'd electrocute myself using blue wires
to see Chaka Demus and Pliers. i
To see Madonna would be an honour. t
I'd eat my sock for New Kids on the Block

0To see Prince I'd eat frozen mince.



8Rchestra

Double Bass Bowden boomed into the block,
To have a bad bark at her form,
In she went - and what a racketY
Slysinger Stee was squealing form Carolyn's Carol Book,
Terrific Tazzy Trumpet was in a tantalising tantrum 'cos
Tricky Trivett Tuba was thundering down her tiny ears,
'SHUTurn' clashed Cymbal Semple.
Krazy Kirsty Kabassa was kicking Bashful Barton
Bassoon and cold Kate Conductor was trying to keep
them cool,
Girly Gavin Glockenspiel tinkled into the room to beat
Dumb Debbie Drum while Pricy Piccolo the Pain
plucked Gobby Greeny Guitar.
Mean Maria Maracas was shaking Ivor Viola violently
while Ali Oboe amplified unamplifiable Alison.
FussyPhilip flute was peacefully playing his piece until
Dangerous Dancing Dean dared to destroy his darling,
dented case.
Catherine Claves cruelly clasped Claire clarinet,
'GETOFFH' cried Claire.
Then Horrified Harping Hinch appeared......
Could this be the end of BKGorchStra?!

By Taslima Choudhury and Kirsty
Walmsley

A MUSICALINTERLUDE - LAURAHEALEY8S

POEM- A PIECE OF MUSIC

Ifyou like it, you could
buyit
recordit
borrowit
send off for it
treasure it and
over-doit.

BUT- if you don't like it, you could
turn it off
sell it .

send it
swap it
lose it and
never, ever use it!



ACROSS

1)"BLUE JEAN" WAS A HITWITH DAVID ?
5)THIS BAND HAD HITS W1TH"DROWNING MAN"
AND "SECONDS"
6)WHO ARE THE FAB 5 FROM MANCHESTER?
7)WHO IS PJ.'S PARTNER?
8)WHO HAD A HIT WITH "BLUE SWEDE SHOES"?
9)COMPLETE THE SONG TITLE "BACK INTO "
11)WHICHBAND GOT TO NUMBER 1 WITH 20'S
STYLE MUSIC?
12)THIS THING IS PINK, FAT AND HAS YELLOW
SPOTS
14)SHE HAS SUNG WITH TAKE THAT
15)MARY HAD A LITTLE ONE
16)THIS MAN RHYMES WITH RAGGY
17)WHICH ALL GIRLS GROUP HAD A HITWITH
"JUST A STEP FROM HEAVEN"
18)SLASH IS THIS GROUPS GUtTAR PLAYER

DOWN

1)WHO HAD A HIT WITH "THE YELLOW
SUBMARINE"
2)HE SUNG IN THE MUSICAL"JOSEPHS AMAZING
TECHNICOLOURED DREAM COAT"
3)AND I WILLALWAYS LOVE YOU!
4)HE SUNG "ALL MYLOVE AND ALL YOUR
KISSES"
10)THIS COUNTRY HAS WON THE EUROVISION
SONG CONTEST 3 TIMES INA ROW
13)THERE HITS INCLUDE "RADIO GA GA" AND
"ITS A KINDOF MAGIC"
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MEAT LOAF

I think that Meat Loaf is one of the best singers around. his first major song was "Bat.
Of Hell" which stayed in the British charts for a record breaking 384 weeks! Another fam
song was "Dead Ringer For Love" which he sang with Cher. Meat Loaf didn't release;
songs for about a decade, then, in 1993, he released "I Would Do Anything For Love" will
was the highest selling single in 1993. He also released an album called "Bat Out Of H

Back Into Hell" which was the highest selling album in 1993.

All Meat Loaf songs since about 1976 have been written by Jim Steinman. On some albu

l
there are parts that are read out, not sung. These are read out and written by J
Steinman.

Meat Loaf is rather large and has long brown hair. Between the time he released "Bat I
of Hell" and "I Would Do Anything For Love" he lost literally tonnes of weight, but he
still pretty fat. In the video for "I Would Do Anything For Love" he looked like a Cling-Q
from Star trek, but he changed during the course of the video. When Meat Loaf is singin
live he nearly always wears a frilly shirt.

Some people would say that meat Loaf is big headed (he is in both senses) for example whe
lhe was on Jonothan Ross (or should we say Woss?). He also seemed to have a bad tempera

that show (But then who wouldn't get uptight when being interviewed by a nerd liki
Jonothan Ross?)

Meat Loaf said that he got his name when he was a young boy. He was in a plane crash, ani
a few days later he was found in a cave, and the only two words that he could say were Meal
and Loaf.

P. MCCONVILLE 9G

MY CHILDHOOD HERO (1)

Ah yes! Doesn't everyone remember those summer days when you'd come home
from school, get a nice cold drink and sit down and watch the next exciting episode
of Rainbow. I used to look forward to seeing Zippy, Bungle Bear, Jeffrey and of
course George.

George is the pink hippo with attitude for all those who don't remember. I used to
watch it every week. Now, don't think I'm one of those cases who idolises puppets, I
know it is a puppet now. When I was younger and I realised that he was a puppet I
was pretty much devastated! Well, maybe not!

Eventually I stopped watching it and I never have since. I suppose Rainbow's just
something you grow out of.

Rest in Peace Rainbow.

BECKY MILLER 9G



PUZZLES
vas "j
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rele~T IT TAPED!
--oYe"
)ut e speed that a normal cassette is played at is 17/8 inches per second How long is the C90

ssette tape that got unravelled in my Walkman?

ne a~OUTH AND AGE
n bl

~man realised, on his 40th birthday, that his age was exactly twice that of his son, who is
" In turn twice as old as his sister. How old was the man when his son was born? How old is

';~1is daughter when she is half his age? All these ages are in whole years.

::'BUlLDINGROADS

Six new towns have to be joined by roads so that it is possible to travel from one town to any
~"' other town in only one way. (You are allowed to travel through a town to get to another).
pe

,

The roads do not meet or cross each other except at one of the towns. \Vhat is the smallest
cl number of new roads needed? What is the largest number of new roads that could be used?

~/. ..
11. .

COLOUR COUNTS

I have a number of coloured counters. All except two are green, all exc'Bpttwo are blue, and
all except two are black. How many counters do I have?

THE ETERNAL TRIANGLE

How many triangles can you see in the diagram?



GUESS WHO?
-;::;

The following are extracts from a teacher's primary and secondary school reports.
Who is it?

2.

3.

4.

5.

1. thrives on creative writing and reading and is near excelle!
in this category. Perhaps if the same exuberance was attributed to the otherl
aspects of the curriculum we may'see an even better report next year. ~

determination seems to let down on various occasions, particularlyil
mathematics. A pleasant child with an interesting sense of humour.

Maths: Sometimes rather careless and lack-a-daisical. ShO1

do very well in this subject if applies self.

Works well and is making good progress. Mistakes sometimes arise on acca
of 's rather casual approach which could be avoided with!
little more thought.

Has ability and works well but too often spoils work with silly mistakes whie
wouldn't make if were to work more slowly.

Maths: A fair result, although there is still room for improvement. ,
has a good understanding of the subject and should do well next year. '

Turn to back for ansi

SCHOOL

WHO LIKES SCHOOL?
CERTAINLY NOT ME,

ITS ALL TESTS AND EXAMS,
WHAT A PLACE TO BE!

WHO LIKES TEACHERS?
DEFINITELY NOT ME,

THEY MAKE YOU WORK WITHOUT MANY BREAKS
WHAT A PLACE TO BE !

WHO LIKES THE SCHOOL CANTEEN?
I DON'T REALLY KNOW,

BUT WITH ALL THE SWEETS AND CHOCOLATES
ITS DEFINITELY A PLACE TO GO !

SARAH MARSDEN 7B



CHRIS EV ANS ~
I

I

..,

Chris Evans is a well known T.V. presenter. He used to be a DeI and went out with Kim
Wild at one point. In 'Don't forget your toothbrush' he is well known for rolling about the set
to get from one place to another. He dresses in bright suits, has ginger hair and wears
glasses. Seats blow up and people dash out of the studio to go on holiday. He also presented
the Big breakfast with Gaby Roslin and Zig and Zag, the two crazy puppets. Chris loves
practical jokes and the games on his shows are always totally crazy.

JENNIFER BOYER 9G

di

11 GIGGS

RYAN GIGGS, RYAN GIGGS,
NEVER IN A FIX,

RYAN GIGGS, RYAN GIGGS,
EATS HIS WEETABIX,

HE SHOOTS THE BALL
INTO THE NET,

RYAN GIGGS, RYAN GIGGS
RYAN GIGGS.

RYAN GIGGS, RYAN GIGGS
RUNNING DOWN THE LEFT
RYAN GIGGS, RYAN GIGGS,

NEVER IN TROUBLE WITH REF
FEARED BY THE BLUES,

LOVED BY THE REDS,
RYAN GIGGS, RYAN GIGGS,

RYANGIGGS

-,

~
CHARLOTTE SMITH 9G



ALF ROBERTS

He used to own the Mini Mart on the corner of the str~et.

But the heart attack he had last year knocked him offhis feet.

His weight itis a problem for everyone but him,

His wife would really rather like him wealthy, wise and slim.

He used to be a councillor and really was quite proud-

Till Deidre knocked him offhis seat upset he was and loud.

Set in his ways - a skinflint - he causes his wife distress,

But now she plays the part sometimes of the Weathemeld Mayoress.

KATHERINE HIGGINSON 9G

WHO IS IT'! WHO COULD IT BE?

There was a fat man called Reg,
Who polished hisbald head with pledge,
He had big blue glasses,
and spoke of high classes,
and a mouth that would swallow a hedge!!

Her glasses are planted large and square,
Surrounded by her mass of hair.
Her nose is pointed long and thin,
Her mouth being large as if it were a hum!
Her hair, how it does grow,
Who could it he. but Deidre Barlow!He's always getting into a mess,

and people think he is a pest,

His eyebrows are bushy,

his mother is pushy,

Who is he? I'llbet you can't guess!!

CAROLI:r-.~ HURLEY &
FIONA McGROGAN 98

JUILE LLOYD & CLAIR HARRIS

ODE TO BET

Laden with make-up, fur and heels,
Serving beer and hot-pot meals,
She never acts naive or coy,
She is the best -Bet Gilroy!

Affairs with men were here and there,
Alecstayed to get his share, .

Bet's better off without them all,
Now looking good and standing tall.

But then a deeper side comes through,
Sensitive, devoted to Rovers too,
Getting older every day,
But we know Bet is here to stay.

K. Lorien Stanfield 9G



WHAT CAN YOU SAY ABOUT lOG?

What can you say about lOG?
I guess we're like any other form.
There is Charlotte whds late
And Lucy whds loud,
Rebecca's always laughing,
The others forever worrying.
Joseph is the Ninja of lOG
Danny plays football with Robert and Ste.
Darren likes landrovers,
Alistair plays chess
Ali supports Leeds who she says are the best.
Emily plays a clarinet,
Matthew plays a cornet,
Aidan loves his mirror
Georgina and Toni b~th love horses.
Emma D. Plays the cornet
Emma H is into football.
Katherine is always arguing with Denis,
Alison supports Burnley so does Marsaya.
And Vicky's completely mad!
Tim's a Nirvana fan and Dave's a flirt.
Bahar likes a good argument.
And Lee? Well, Lee's just Lee I guess.
And then there's me, the idiot who agreed to write this!

LEE CORLESS and RHIANON BOWEN

~

~



lOB FORM REPORT

In the depths of the extension corridor lurks room 56, home to co-habitants lOB.
Yes, we are just beginning to thaw after a perilous winter spent in the math's block
(sorry - PORTACABINS Miss Pretty!) We have just about become accustomed to
our form room, the best places to hide unsuspecting lunch boxes, hide games kits
etc., but now we have to leave it for work experience.

Fancying myself as a bit of an amateur psychiatrist, I decided to use our form reporl
to pontificate upon what our work experience placements and chosen careers say
about our form:

The sheer number of people who are venturing into the depths of the primary school
classroom, would suggest that we are a pastoral and downright compassionate
bunch appearances can be deceptive. I would hazard a guess that these
diligent students are suffering from 'back-to-the-womb' syndrome - the thrills ofthe
sandpit and water tray hold some secret attraction for work stretched 4th years.

Several of our amateur David Bellamys are about to enter the world of healing
animals, cleaning out cages, food bowls -need I say more? Definitely candidates for
the disease 'animal related self-torture' and a fortnight of dirty wellington boots.

The masochists in our form all seem to have opted for '.2weeks with machinery' ......

a wise decision?! The NHS will never be the same again. Which leads me to those
going to our local hospitals, health centres and dentists' surgeries. All I can say is
watch out check those ID labels carefully otherwise ?

Overall, our form's chosen careers show us to be the kind, caring, non argumentati~
(except the budding lawyers) dedicated, ambitious and responsible group that we
really are and as for our form-keeping skills, you better ask Mrs Chapman!

By Caroline Scat



tOR FORM REPORT

"Welcome, welcome to the annual Bedrock Stone Age Wacky Race. I'm your
Captain, Claire Lamas and you lucky peoply are on flight tOR. below us are
six mobiles ready and raring to go. It will be a fierce race through desert
ditches and mountain terrains. On board flight tOR we have two of our
favourite people, Fred Parks and Wilma Webb in the honeymoon suite. Not
forgetting our own Cordon Bleu chef, the amazing, the wonderful, the
magnificent Ella Stones who right now is preparing her dish of the day, egg
cuny. I must say it smells fabulous. Also on board keeping the passengers
happy is our very professional air hostess Miss Sidrah Arif (who speaks Latin
you know).

Now back to our starting line and the contenders are set to go. Our referee
(Rocky Belcher) is ready to blow his whistle and they're off. Jodi Southern is
off to a good start riding on Dino the pure bred Tyrannosaurus Rex which she
has been caring for in the barn. Oh! but look at this, Ralph's coming in on
the outside. He's riding a woolly mammoth called Archibald. This is
something we haven't seen before, a trailer attached on the back. Who can be
inside?

I can hear singing now,it's coming from what looks like Helen's Beetle with
all the Burnley supporters in the back. Sammy's in the passenger seat
pointing out the famous landmarks to Helen, little rock, medium rock, large
rock, sorry I'm getting distracted. Also aboard the beetle are Liz, Jenna and
Fiona. But what are they singing and why? Gathering up speed, here comes
the mini mobile being driven alternately by Becky and Lauren using hair
dryer power.

Major bulletin in from Derek the Dodo, our up to date reporter for flight tOR,
keeping you up to date with news and gossip 24 hours a day. We've found
out who's in Ralph's trailer. It is in fact Steven and Matthew in the Love
Bureau. If you listen carefully you can hear Matthew playing Beethoven's
5th symphony on his violin. also I'm told that Steven has got out a romantic
packed lunch for two! It's a long lonely journey when your heart's
somewhere else. Oh and talking about heart conditions it seems that Wilma
Webb has been taken ill on flight tOR. She was fine just before dinner when
Sidrah was giving her Latin lessons. What can have happened since then?



Back to the race, the singing from the Burnley supporters is getting louder
and I can just make out the words. Apparently they re singing, "Who ate all
the pies" to the Grease Lightning machine being driven by Corky and Co.
May I say Corky has not got a hair out of place, as usual? But it's a tough
day ahead for Grease Lightning as they're not too popular. Verbal abuse is
flying from all sides as Peter's Baywatch Babe machine speeds by with
Dennis and David waving wildly to the crowd. It's a shame the Bedrock
Boutique couldn't supply the Baywatch gang with skimpy red swim we al'.
But may I say they look absolutely stunning in their leather loins.

Leading the race we have Jodi and Dino. But the dinosaur seems to have
taken a liking to Ralph's woolly mammoth. Their behaviour is disgraceful;
surely Rocky Belcher will disqualify them but no it seems he is otherwise
occupied. Someone in the crowd must have thrown him a basketball as he
has been busy for the last hour. Oh look at that a double toe loop, triple back
somersault twist. Well, it's obvious he's enjoying himself. Hold on, hold on
there's an intruder in my cockpit."

"This is Miss Sidrah Arif with a major announcement. There has been an
outbreak of food poisoning and personally I blame the chef. Therefore I am
handing in my notice and leaving this amateur,establishment at once. I
could do so much better for myself you know as I do speak Latin!"

"Well thanks for that Sidrah, we'll miss you a ton but please get out of my
cockpit as I've got work to do. There looks like trouble on Grease Lightning
possible mutiny. Shaz and Olii are sick of Corkhill using all their car fuel fOl
hair appliances. Now they are cellotaping Corky to the back of the vehicle,
and he's still got all his hair in place. They are slowing down now. I wonder
if they are going to pull out of the race. But no, no I see what it is, it's SaID
and Danielle hitching a ride. Not far ahead, is Helens Beetle at a stand still
Fiona is getting out and has gone to take her specially reserved seat of
honour outside Mr. Morris' office.

I've had bad news from chef Ella. Two melons have been stolen from her
kitchen, meaning no dessert for the passengers. What a shame!



Hang on, hang on the mystery's solved here's Sidrah. Or is it? It looks as
though she's bought herself a new outfit to show off that fruity front look.
She's hailing down Peter's Baywatch mobil and it looks as though Peter's not
very happy. But wait a minute he's lifted her into his mobil. He obviously
believes that she is Pamela Anderson. What a guy? Here's a turn of events-
he's whisked her off into the sunset with lots of first years tearfully waving
goodbye. Well that's another one out of the race because Jodi and Ralph
have finally been disqualified. This is flight tOR keeping you up to date
with gossip and news 24 hours a day.

It looks like it's all between Helen's beetle and Grease Lightening. It's
unfortunate for Lauren and Becky as they've got this far but have just
broken down. But hang on I can hardly believe my eyes -Lauren has stuck
her legs through the bottom of the car and is sprinting towards the finish
line. Can she do it, will it be enough, will the advantage of her long legs pay
off? She's overtaken Helen's Beetle and is level pegging with Grease
Lightening. I must say Corky's beginning to look worried -that cellotape
doesn't look too secure.

But forget the cellotape and look at Lauren go. There are sparks flying from
her feet, I believe she's setting a new world record! Grease Lightning is still
threateningly close but Lauren's done it, she's broken away, she's heading for
the finish line, she's done it, it's over, we have a winner! The crowd are going
wild, rocks are flying and the bell is ringing. Lauren and Becky are holding
up their prize, a Jifetime's supply of hairs pray.

FANTABUWUS SHOW GIRLS!!

Grease lightening has just arrived in second place, but where is Corky? Oh
no! This is tragic, he's flat on his back and deeply traumatized by the sight of
so much hairspray that will never be his. Hard lucky Corky! Now, who's
this pushing their way through the crowd? It's Gaynor and Lynsey. Too late
girls, looks like they missed their bus.

This is flight tOR. I'm your Captain Claire Lomas signing out. Please fasten
your seatbelts as we descend onto Glen Road. Thank you for joining us, I
hope you enjoyed your flight.

By Ella Stoves, Claire Lomas and Sidrah Arif.



FORM 108

This is the voice of Andrew. For the next few minutes we will take you with us on a
journey into another world. Into the world of medieval conquests.
The Queen, Sarah Hayden, and King, Richard KifI, were always arguing and
wondering if,
Peter the Great had killed all the freaks and cooked up their heads along with some
leaks,

Rebecca and Emma were both chillin' out, whilst Rebecca and Tina were practising
pouts,
Deanne and Ste on a rendezvous,
I'm worried about them, how about you?
Brianny is always moping around,
she shouts 'shut up' because we are loud,
Mrs. Greaves is a great French teacher,
but if you are bad she becomes a preacher.
This is the end of our medieval tale,
hope you enjoyed it, most people turned pale.

..

ANDREW 8EAL 108
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A spinning madne.ss, with no control,
The future is out of my sight;
The present drowns in a lake of confusion,
And the part is swathed in harsh night.
Sweet destiny, could I control you,
\\'hat bliss tomorrow would be;
But fate spins her thread without consultation.
And the future is foreign to me.
The screams of the past still ring in my ears,
Mocking my mind and my dreams.
The traps of days gone ensnare my thoughts,
And nothing is quite as it seems,
So I"lllive for tomorrow, and pray for release
From cruel plots which never unfold
With hope as my guide, the future is mine,
And my days shall be plated in gold.

VIKI LANE 12MGA

FROM ACROSS THE ROOM

From across the room,
I saw him sitting there,
Alone at a table without a care.

From across the room,
He smiled at me,
I wondered who he could be.

From across the room,
He signalled to me,
To go and sit by the side of he.

From across the room,
I walked towards him,
He told me that his name was Tim.

From across the room,
I sat by him on a chair,
Now we are together without a care.

DEBORAH TIGHE 8R



I'm spinning spider:-; \\'('b:,.
dreams that never la:-;1.
they float away in the wind
1hear whispers of a happy time,
once found, now lost,
I think I know I've paid the cost
of loneliness.
Life is meaningless,
I know, I've seen it.
I've had highs my will is low,
I think I know where I should go.
Myfuture is clearer now,
My dreams will go on,
captured like butterflies in nets of reali
something clear for me to see,
I can live my life my own way,
there's nothing left to say.

MARINA KEEFE 12MGA

-



The sky's awake!
The grass is new!
He hopes his tears,
are concealed in the dew!

He opens his heart,
And sings to the birds,
But hopes that no-one,
But no-one has heard.

Helen Mihill 8S
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Oh Pond!

- a parody of William Blake

\

Oh Pond! sweet pond!
Shaded by possessive tree.
How oft I gazed down on thee!
Thy murky depths hold no despair
And when I weep, I turn to thy care.
My tears fell down to merge with thine
As they droppeth from my gentle eyne.
You do not get up and walk away
Nor any hurtful things do you say.
Oh Pond! please don't flow away
Embraced by tree, please always stay!
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CAT'S EYES

My neighbour's cat is very silent
He sits gazing waiting for his hunt.

The predator prowls round the house
Looking for something to pounce on.

He is moonlight madness when the clouds
go over the moon.

He stands there staring with
His bright green eyes

purring softly
As I gaze through the window

He is sitting there
Staring

With his bright green eyes
Without a blink.

DAVID BARRETT 7B



Dreams in Destiny

Destiny, destiny! grasp my cold hand,
Dead my mind from eternal night
Where love's saltless sea never reaches the land,
And my hours are filled with contagion and fright.
In frigid darkness my soul is hid
Wrapped in jealousy's hard iron shroud.
My sweet thoughts alone cannot lift the harsh lid,
Nor youth's desires scatter the cloud.
So future's soft promise, allow me to pray,
And chide not my innocent dream:
My feet chase thy star day upon day
though my faith outshines its dim beam.
Without hope in thy anchor I never shall save
My free aspirations from an ignorant pauper's grave

Viki Lane 12MGA
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THE TOWN

....

The rain lashes down
on the streets 0 this town,
People rush inside
to hide
away from the harsh weather.
As darkness falls
life emerges onto the street.
Teenagers meet,
Drink
and sink
further into anonymity.
Their lives are already mapped out,
Leave school,
Get married,
Have a child
All the while
wondering what might have been,
If only they had seen
what they were doing.
Jobs are scarce,
and those who are qualified
still find it hard to survive.
Most leave when they can,
go away to University
contributing willingly
to the death of the town.
Those who stay have little hope
for the future.
Live in the town,
grow old in the town,
die in the town.
Their lives as dull and miserable as the weather.
They were not clever
enough to have a chance.
The spiral of hopelessness continues
with their children.
The pattern is repeated for generations to come.
they can see what they should have done,
but it is too late to act.
The town is dragged into obscurity.
No-one enters, many leave,
or so it seems
to those who are trapped
because of what they do not know.
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INFINITY TO ONE

d Sometimeswhen I am alone with me myself and I,
I wonderabout life, and how and what and why.
Wecameto exist in this space and time
Andwhat it is that forms the dividing line
Betweenthe probability; odds infinity to one
Ofexistingas a human -or as part of the sun.
It's really quite amazing, it nearly blows your mind
AndI sympathise with tpe people who are trying to fmd
TheHuman Gnome, The Essence of Mankind
TheCause of the Universe, The Ultimate Divine.
Takea look around you at the people you see
They'redifferent faces from other places each with a separate destiny.
Whatare the chances in a parallel existence
Ofyou and me meeting again for instance?
Theodds of our today is too diverse to be hurled
Awayinto the bin. We may awake in another world

c >< )

AYESHA AZF AR LVI
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\) ~ BANG

~

BANG!
The bombs fall

In the night sky!
The peace is broken
people cry, children
scream. There are

no normal lives
any more. Why! Are

people like this.
WHY!

t>

~
b

AYESHA, SARAH & MELISSA 8S

THE POND

Thepond, .~as still as death / ~. "... ,... .
as cold as ice

as black as night . .But now a rock falls -
The death, ice and night

are gone!

AYESHA,SARAH & MELISSA 8S



B.R.G.S. CLOTHES SHOW

Since the beginning of the Christmas term last year we have seen two fashio
extravaganzas here at B.R.G.S. Yes! None other than the B.R.G.S. Clothes Shows.

The fITSt was held on the evening of the 11th of November. Six sixth form girls (Laur
Gibson, Chimene Pae, Debbie Yates, Emma Worsley, Claire Whitworth and Bars
Tompsett) modelled a selection of winter outfits in front of a huge, terrifying audience. JO8J
Berry provided the clothes which were all from a certain, well-known, high street store an
other reputable fashion establishments. Mr. Elmer presided over the brilliant lightinf
sound, pyrotechnics (?) etc. as us girls did our best to imitate Cindy and Naomi. The nigl
was a great success with Mrs. Berry selling over £2,000 worth of clothing and the P.TJ
making £400.

The second show was held on the 14th of April, this time to honour the spring collectioll!
Again there was a good audience but a different line up of models: myself Laura Gibso
(again!!), Lindsay Mortimer, Karen Livesey, Lorraine Copeland and Rowena Little. Mw
thanks to Rowena for stepping in to help us out with our last minute crisis - she ha
originally only come to watch but was dragged from the audience to model instead! Th
second show was also a success with the P.T.A making about £200, from entrance fees,th
raffle and refreshments.

Another show is planned for next term. So I'll be there again with anyone else I can con inu
... er ... anyone else who would like to be a 'super model' (?) for an evening. It really wa
great fun, absolutely terrifying and stressful but still fun. So I'm off to get toned, tannoo
waxed, plucked and generally beautified in preparation for next November.

LAURA GIBSON LVI



NEW YEAK'S EVE

It was early evening, New Year's Eve. Helen thought back to the events of last New
Year's Eve.

It had been a wild night, proper horror story stuff. The wind had howled and whistled
around the tiny house on the cliffs where Helen and her mother had moved to after the
death of her father. The rain had lashed down, falling with such force that it had
reverberated back off the ground, the thunder had crashed across the hills, the
lightning had seemed to split the sky in two, and the waves had rolled and pounded so
far up the cliffs that spray had hit the windows.

Helen's mother had gone down to the dance at the village hall, leaving Helen and
Davidalone in the house. They had been 'going out' for nearly a year, and everyone
expected them to marry sooner or later. It was this that they were arguing about.
Davidwanted to get engaged now, he had even bought a ring but Helen felt that she
wasn't ready, and she wasn't going to be pushed into something she didn't want. A
terrible argument had followed, sometimes drowning out the noise of the elements,
withboth of them saying some very hurtful things; things that they would both regret.

Davidhad stormed out and driven off. In his anger he was not concentrating on the
road as he normally did, and over-corrected the steering on a particularly sharp bend.
the car skidded off the road and plunged over the cliff, down onto the rocks below.
Davidwas killed instantly.

On hearing the news, Helen was devastated. She blamed herself for David's death, for
allowing him to drive while he was upset and angry and in such terrible conditions.

Thingsbecame worse. Other people, it seemed, blamed Helen. At David's funeral, his
mother came up to Helen and, in full view of most of the village, starting shouting that
Helenhad been a bad influence on her son, and that, if it was not for Helen, he would
stillbe alive. Finally, she was taken away and sedated. As far as Helen knew, David's
mother's mind had become more and more unbalanced over the past year.

The situation had gradually improved. Talk in the village eventually died down, and
people stopped eyeing Helen with curiosity and slight fear.

Asfar as Helen had thought, that had been the end of the unpleasant business. Until
four weeks ago, November 25th. She had been feeling ill and had come home from
work early. She replayed the messages on the answering machine and on hearing the
last message, her blood went cold. A voice, David's voice, saying:

"I'mback and I'm watching you"

Just then, the telephone rang. she picked it up and the voice spoke again:

"Yougot my message, then. Remember, I'm with you all the time, watching".



Helen dropped the receiver and slumped in the nearest chair. After what seemed 11
hours, she dragged herself up and made a pot of tea. Her hand shook as she pour
the water from the kettle. She took her tea back through and curled up in a chair. S
was still there when her mother came home from work.

"What's wrong?" her mother asked. "You look like you've seen a ghost".

Helen explained what had happened, her voice shaky at first, then verging on t
hysterical. Her mother, a practical woman, said;

"Well, it's probably just somebody's bored children, playing silly tricks. Nothing
worry about".

Helen nodded, reassured by her mother's sensible attitude. As far as she Wi
concerned, that was it. Life carried on as normal, with the hustle and bustle I

Christmas preparations. Once, Helen thought she saw a brown car with muddy plall
following her as she drove to work, but a couple of minutes later it had disappean
and Helen forgot about it, preoccupied with writing Christmas cards and buying
present for her mother.

However, Helen's mother had been wrong. The day before Christmas Eve, HeI
received a Christmas card different from the others they had received. Differe
because it was addressed to Helen. All the other cards had been addressed to Hele
and her mother. She opened the envelope, at the same time wondering who it W
from, as she recognised the handwriting. She pulled out the card and read it, her hani
shaking. suddenly she remembered who the handwriting belonged to. She read Iht
card, feeling faint. It was a simple inscription, with the words, 'Helen, don't forget
David'.

With her whole body quivering, Helen very carefully placed the card on the table. Shf
felt slightly sick and very scared. All of the fears that she had pushed to the back of he:
mind for the past few weeks came rushing back. she picked up the card and takingI
box of matches, set light to it, watching it slowly turn to ash.

Over the next two days, Helen was constantly on edge, always glancing over het
shoulder at the slightest noise, and being careful to be with a group at all times.

On Christmas morning Helen was the first up. As she walked through the living rool1\
she noticed a small package under the tree that hadn't been there the night before
Curious, Helen picked it up, the label said her name. She pulled off the wrappin~
paper, inside was a small, square box. Helen opened the box and nearly dropped it
Inside was the ring that David had tried to give her last New Year's Eve. A piece d
paper fluttered onto the floor. Helen picked it up and read it. She paled, almo&
fainting. The note said:

"On New Year's Eve, I'm coming
to get you, and this time I'm
taking you with me".



Helen sank to her knees and began to moan softly:

"Why me? Why me?"

Shedidn't know how long she knelt there clutching the box until her mother came in.

"What on earth are you doing down there?" exclaimed her mother. Silentlv Helen
handed her the box and note.

"Well, now I'm sure it's a big shock but I still think it's just some bored children
playing a sick prank" said her mother, not sounding quite convinced. Helen did not
agree with her, but she felt drained and not able to argue.

Christmas and Boxing days were very strained and both Helen and her mother
studiously avoided talking about David and the Christmas package. The next day
Helen and her mother went back to work until New Year's Eve, and again Helen was
on edge. She was aware of being watched, of feeling cold even when standing by a
heater and as New Year's Eve approached, she grew steadily apprehensive.

Helen finished work at dinnertime on New Year's Eve, and drove home with a sense of
impending doom. Before going indoors, she looked around the house. Parked about
fifty yards down the road was the brown car she had seen a week ago. Helen
presumed that the owner had gone for a walk on the cliffs.

She finally went indoors and started making tea, as Helen knew her mother ",anted to
eat early because she was going out.

The tea made, Helen went upstairs to change out of her work clothes. Her bedroom
felt unnecessarily cold, especially as the heating and radiators were both on. AB she
was getting changed Helen turned the radio on. The announcers all seemed to be in
an excited, festive mood, which only made Helen feel more despondent and gloomy.

After they had eaten, Helen volunteered to wash and clear away to allow her mother to
get ready to go out. This done, she turned on the television to find everyone on the
programmes acting like they were having a good time, laughing and talking, which
did nothing for Helen's drooping spirits. She almost wished that she had accepted her
mother's offer and gone to the church dance, but it was too late now.

At around ten-thirty there was wild hammering at the front door. Helen went to see
who it was. To her surprise it was David's mother. The two women hadn't spoken
since the funeral. Helen asked the other woman in, offered her a seat and a drink,
both of which she refused.

"Do you realise what day it is?" asked David's mother. Not waiting for a reply, she
continued;

"It's a year since my David died, or had you forgotten? I'll never forget. He was my
favourite child, my hope for the future, and you took him from me. This is all your
fault, if it wasn't for you, he'd be with me now. I hope you suffer as much as I have".
Her voice was reaching hysteria point.



"So it was you", whispered Helell, "the phone calls, the card, it was all you".

There was no reply from David's mother. she shot Helen a look of pure hatred a

rushed out of the door. Briefly, Helen wondered if she would be all right. It was lat!
discovered that, in one of her more insane periods, David's mother had thrown hersei
off the cliff at the same place where her son skidded. I

Helen breathed a sigh of relief. Thank goodness now it was all over. Her depressi(
lifted as quickly as it had settled, and she turned the television on, laughing at the ye
programmes that had, a few hours previously, left her feeling practically suicidal.

A few minutes after midnight, there was another knock at the door. Helen thought
was her mother, who had probably forgotten her keys. Unfortunately for Helen, tU
person she opened the door to was not her mother. The first thing that she saw Wi
the brown car parked in the driveway. She paled as the figure on the doorstep spoke:

"Hello, Helen. I've come to keep my promise."

Faith RadIer
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Royals king Oberon and queen Titania have had a
disagreement. A human friend of the queen had a
small Indian son. The woman has died and queen
Titania is looking after the boy for the mother. King
Oberon wants the boy to be one of his henchmen but
Titania promised the mother that she would look after
the boy when she was gone. Because of this trouble the

CAUSEOF mE

mOUBLE

human world is in
turmoil with winter in
summer and floods killing
crops. Human farmer
Ivor Tractor had these
comments' I 'ope they
sort themselves out
sharpish or it'U be end of
meand my farm.' Oberon
said' I do but beg a little

changeling boy to be my
henchman.' Titania said'
for the mothers sake I
will not part with him: If
the monarchs do not sort
themselves out soon then
man y humans may go
hungry this cold
summer.

SI
On a brighter note the

summer Olympics has
been cancelled and the
winter Olympics is being
held for the second lime
this year and it is in
Barbados I

FOOTBALL
TROLL CUP SEMI FINALS

FAIRY CITY 1 GOBLIN TOWN 0

ELUEN WONDERERS ~ ORC
UNITED 0



A PERFECT SUMMER'S AFTERNOON

A perfect summer's afternoon is a dream for artists and poets, w-ho glean inspiration
from the wonders around them. How many of us, however, take the time to stop

and just enjoy the beauty around us? Would it not be wonderful to discard all
necessary chores, such as homework, revision or shopping, and just step into a
perfect, weed.free garden and wallow in the tranquillity? Could you ignore the roes!
that the broken lawnmower made of the grass, the last time some brave individual
attempted to slice through the mass of dandelions and assorted weeds, that the
neighbours had cheerfully nicknamed the jungle? I think I could probably put up
with that. I would be content just to get a deckchair, put on my sunglasses and top
up that tan, which managed to evade me last summer. There's just. one problem.
Where's the deckchair? Ah, yes then I remember. Dad put all the deckchairs in the
loft, last August, amid mutterings about the British weather. and how it never
rained in summer when he was a lad. Never mind, I say to myself. I can get the
deckchairs down from the loft! Mter falling down two flightS of stairs with a
deckchair bouncing after me, I begin to seriously regret that I didn't try to drag my
dad away from the tennis. Having a deckchair fall on your head is not a pleasant
experience, and I begin to wonder whether it's all worth it. a quick glance out of the
window, at the glorious sunshine soon renews my enthusiasm. and deckchror in
hand, I trot off into the garden, to find the best angle at which to sit, in order to get
maximum benefit from the sun. I open the deckchair, place it on the lawn, and turn
round to pick up my book. "SPRINGG!" It's one of those deckchairs that clamps
shut of its own accord. I sigh,this isn't my day. Picking up the deckchair, I struggle
to open it out again. When I finally manage to show it who's 0088. I notice what
appears to be two extra flowers on the tasteful chair covering. They are the
flattened bodies of two unfortunate insects who happened to be sitting on the chair
when it clamped shut. Never mind, I say to myself, and after waving the chair in
the air for a couple of minutes, the insects reluctantly slide off. Putting the chair
down, and hoping none of the neighbours saw me, I resolve that nothing else ~
going to go wrong.

Half an hour later, I am sunbathing in peace, a book in one hand and a glass of
orange-juice in another. The sun feels warm on my skin, and my eyelids allow
through the faint orange glow of the sun's light. The birds are chirping out a chorus
in the still trees behind me; no-one is moving, no-one is drilling or sawing, it ~
peaceful, quiet in fact, it is the perfect summer's afternoolL 1HUD!! I am
knocked off balance as a football hits me square on the head. My orange juice jol~
.into the air and all over my new swimsuit, and the next thing I knew, the deckchair
makes a strange creaking sound, and suddenly clamps shut - with me inside it. I
know whose football it is without even looking, but unfortunately, my brother senses
the scale of my anger, and gets a head start down the road, befOre I can dislodge
myself from the deckchair. It is the last straw. My perfect summer's day is a
disaster and I spend the rest of the day in the safety of my bedroom.

I must admit, it's a good job there are poets and artists out there to give us such an
idealistic view, but I'll take an afternoon of Wimbledon anyway!

KATIIRYN W ALTO N 11G



THE RETURN TO N.I.M.H.

Months had passed since the removal of both the Frisby and Rat households. During this
time, the Rats of N.I.M.H. had adapted to their new lives at Thorn Valley. The Rats had
produced their own crops, found an underground spring, and even discovered how to make
electricity. Justin, as ever, gentle and kind had married, a beautiful Rat, Sa-rah, at the
Thorn Valley Rat Church.
Justin was keeping guard and patrolling the perimeter of the cave, for it was his turn today.
His mind, not focused entirely on the matter in hand, turned to thoughts concerning his
time in N.I.M.H. He thought of the suffering and the pain felt by himself and the other rats
and mice and of the cruel and heartless scientists interested only in creating artificial
intelligence for men ... and then, he thought of the rats and mice still in N.I.M.H. Justin
knew that they had to be rescued
Justin rushed back to the Grand Hall, his heart beating, his lungs heaving in his chest and,
with one hand pointing to the west, he proclaimed "let us return to N.I.M.H. ! "
A ripple of confusion and a sense of apprehension spread through out the gathering in the
hall. All the rats whispered at once. Nicodeamus called "Enough! Why do you want to carry
out such a dangerous planT
"Because, the misery and pain that we suffered, should not be inflicted again. We must
break in and release the rats and mice," answered Justin.
"Those in favour of the motion raise one hand." commanded Nicodeamus.
Few rats raised their hands immediately, but after some thinking, hands began to climb,
and only a small number of rats refrained from voting in favour of Justin's idea.
"That is settled then, we shall leave for N.I.M.H. a week today." announced Nicodeamus.
A cheer rose from the crowd Not least from Justin.
Justin announced his plans to the supporting Rats. He proposed that they should enter
through the air ducts and then release the mice and rats and let them go.
Immediately, rats suggested ways to get to the National Institute of Medical Health, and
then, how to accommodate the persecu ted prisoners at Thorn Valley.
A week had elapsed, and they were ready to enact their mission of mercy. Ten rats, each
carrying a vital piece of equipment, prepared for the return to N.I.M.H. One held a knife,
one a key, and one brandishing a tin opener, all things which they would need to enter
N.I.M.H. The lady rats waved goodbye and wished their husbands luck, and away they
went.
They trekked across miles of countryside, until they reached the familiar gates of N.I.M.H.
A shiver ran down their spines, and slowly, as they pushed the gate, it creaked into motion.
The ditch beside the road was wide enough for the rats to reach the ventilation shaft
without being seen. When they arrived at the shaft, the memories of N.I.M.H. flooded back
into the minds of those who had toiled under its torture.
The knife snapped the shaft's cover open and the rates were once more inside N.I.M.H.
Ahead of them was an upward climb into the laboratory. A sharp wind rushed from the fans
to the exits of the shaft. They clawed their way up to the shaft's summit, only to be
confronted with another shaft door.
Again the knife was employed to break the catch on the door, the lock fell and the door
swung open.
The rats hauled themselves up through the opening to their previous habitat.
There was no one in sight, so they clambered across to the other animals' cages and opened
them with a quick downward push on the knife. The bemused prisoners stood in amazement
while the rats ofN.I.M.H. effortlessly freed them.
As they huddled together, the leader, Brutus, proclaimed, "We must leave before Dr. Shultz
arrives, " and with one second to pause, the rats ran to freedom.

ANDREW SCOTT 7R



BEING FOLLOWED?

It was raining when I got off the bus, a cold, penetrating rain that was almost, but not quite, a downpouir
was wet already and the rain splattered on my spectacles. I wiped at the droplets with the back of my gl'~
but only succeeded in spreading them across the lenses in a film of moisture. Disgusted, I gave up, and W('
comforting lights of the bus vanish round the corner. 0
I muttered to myself as I strode off the open and relatively well-lit street into the maze of dark, claustr~t
streets, I noted absently, the regular tapping of feet behind me, but did not turn to identify whoelvl
Pausing to take shelter from the rain, I heard the tapping cease abruptly. . ('

Was somebody following me? tl
I resolutely ignored the tapping of the feet as I wended my way through the narrow alleyways. &!(J
backstreets a thought struck me. There were hundreds of alleys in this part of town and it was very unr
someone would take the exact same route as me. I stopped and turned on my heel, staring into the shlf
that someone? I couldn't tell, but the tapping had stopped. n
I stood there for a moment, rubbing my hand through my short beard. Finally, I turned away and cross~")
giving a mental shrug as the tapping recommenced. The tapping followed me up the street. The~t
unusually quiet. The town was deserted. The only sound except for that of my feet on the pavementl\(
blasted tapping. I steadied myself. There was no point in letting it get to me. :
I was past the outskirts of the city centre before realisation hit me. Of course, no wonder nobody wasll
Halloween. I glanced up to the sky where the moon provided the only source of illumination. A full mooD!"
just some prankster out on a lark. I chuckled briefly, but then stopped. Away in the distance a churc\~J
striking the hour. I stopped to hear the chimes, and took no comfort in the fact that the tapping alsoS~l
clock struck twice. }!
Two 0' clock in the morning? This was no prankster. I rubbed my chin as my expression contorted inw(

scowl. I considered going back to fmd out who it was following me, for I no longer had any doubts on thal~a gust of wind blew a hail of raindrops down my neck and I reconsidered.
The weather was worse now. The rain hadn't picked up much but the wind was stronger now and ~r:
covering the moon cutting out most of its light. It was extremely cold I shrank deeper into my thicl,l
started on again, trying and failing to ignore the tapping that began again. r;
I was walking faster now. I told myself that I was trying to get out of the rain; but admitted secretly~~
very, very worried about what sort of madman... I tried to change my train of thought, fearing that the~
pull me into a panic. I heard again the voice of a dying man: "the only thing ... the only thing to fear... ist!
fear itself', the last phrase repeated with great emphasis. But now I heard the same words overlaP,

malevolent sound of the tapping. L
The tapping had increased in pace to match my own rapid footsteps. My hands were sweating, theF

seeping into the padding at the gloves. 11
My heart leapt when I realised that I was about to pass the entrance to the Dingle, a small, wooded gu~
parallel to the road. Once in the Dingle the pursuer could never catch me. I could lose him, or it, in the!,
might even cut a mile off my journey. But my heart failed me as I glanced down into the dark gully.TI

was no place to be after dark, however strong or silent you might be. I cursed myself for a coward as I tu~the narrow, iron-railed bridge which spanned the gully and trotted across it quickly.
At the far side I paused, hearing the tapping cease. I risked a glance back, and I saw it. Barely a ShadOW

!
background of trees it stood quite still and silent at the far end of the bridge. It wore a monk-like robea
to have a hood pulled far down, but I could not tell, for it was shadowed by the tall fIT trees on the far'
road. I shuddered as I recalled that the trees stood within a graveyard. A thousand horrific tales~
werewholves and the like ran through my mind. !

Suddenly I was running, fleeing in terror, not only from the horror pursuing me, but also from a ~
within me. I ran, my hat clutched on one hand, the rain trickling down through my thick hair. I
Fear was in me, but also anger. My blood was surging, and with it came adrenaline, fuelling a fieryI
berserk fury deep within me. But other fuel came from without. The tapping was like a red rag to a b~
already aroused to bloodlust and a single minded hatred built on that firmest of foundations, fear. I
I saw my house, a huge, red-brick Edwardian monstrosity, totally out of place in the midst of a modern
estate. An anachronism. Like me. I turned to look for the apparition. There it stood, and though I coulds~
and had no wish to for the horrors of my own imagination were sufficient, I swear it looked me in the eye,
Slowly I backed up to the door. It matched my every step. I pulled my keys out of an inside pocket an~1
left handed behind my back I unlocked the door and opened it. Slowly I moved back into the house, seein!

forward an equal distance.
In one lightening movement I slammed the door and turned the keys in the lock. Then I slumped to the fl~
back against the door, oblivious in my exhaustion to the howls outside.



MY DAYD REAM

[herain was fallin8" constantly on the grey, wet pavement. The day seemed like night as the cloud covered thl

~~~~ea mystic shado"i. There was no contrast in light or colour between the gloomy sky and morbid streets. Th
ltc~~asin Cltiny portaC'chin - type structure lit only by sharp. neon lights and heated by small electric heaters atta,

thewall. The sou:1d of the rain pattering on the thin, tJat. roof echoed throughout the room.

l
,
df

,

twasanother one of.those maths lessons. The last two periods of the last day of the week. The mathematical ~

r il~erenot being absorbed and my eyes weren't looking at the shiny blackboard, they were looking beyond it.
'~reechy sound of the marker pen along with it's headache - creating smell disappeared and was replaced b~

~

Itrongsmell of embr

.

ocation, muscle spr~y and vaseline. The once meaningless .diagram~ which were placed Olj
I rd now made s.::-nse as a conservatIvely dresed teacher was swapped wIth a mIddle-aged man wearll

le jracksuitand footbail boots. He was marking the board with a series of arcs, loops and arrows and advismg
L' upofat least tw~lve or thirteen people either side of me as to what to do. There were men scattered everyW1

'mwell-cutsuits with matching ties dashing meaninglessly in and out of this unusual room. Then a voice ~

eiYou'llhave to stick with number seven Matthew, O.K. 7'
!thenrealised that the man in the tracksuit was talking to me. I was half able to hear him but half not. "Matth,

't1Sllerepeatedas I wa<;still wondering what strange transformation I had led. Then it became clear.
Yes,a.K.- I replied now knowing who the once semi-recognisable face belonged to, "I'll stick with number sevc

i~eclarityof the sitUation now became present. I realised that I was sitting on a bench of a dressing room pac
tilhprofessional footballers and that I was fulfilling one of my greatest ambitions. As I carefully picked up
Ireciselyfolded shirt. I could hear the faint hum of a crowd. I was feeling dizzy with shock when I found
~rnameand squad number, 30, printed on the back of my shirt in a bright, red colour. This contrasted gre:
~ainstthe famous blue and white halves of the Blackburn Rovers kit. 'Only three minutes 'till kick-off. I heal
jQiceshout - 'You better start lining up in the tunnef, he continued. I stood up and looked around and felt a sh

I

~tonthe back as I saw some of the club's and England's greatest footballing names such as Alan Shearer, 1
I1owersand Stuart Ripley.

I ~~ht',said another voice. 'I want nothing but total commitment out there today. We're playing to win, and th:
t<lSlwhat we're goi.."1gto do!' he shouted. I now recognised him. It was the captain of the side, Tim Sherwo
l31Singthe spirits and morale of the team. 'Isn't it?' he said even louder.
IltSl'replied all of the team, including me, as I was getting into the swing of things now.
he allprogressed to the tunnel, the noise of an 80,000 strong crowd was becoming stronger and stronger. I f
!\atmyjob was to entertain these dedicated people and I was still wondering whether I was capable of dol
'm~hing.There were so many thoughts spinning around in my head that I still felt nervous. However, so too (
'lerestof the team who were jumping up and down from one foot to the other in an' attempt to warm t

1ersonally.I think it was just to kill time. Suddenly, I observed something that seemed to put a halt to all the
~bledthoughts. This obvious observation felt difficult for me to accept as the army of blue and white was invad
~thecolour of red Of course, it was the opposing team. So logical that in my present mental state I failed
~nise the simple fact. Then, another emotion became present, adding to the tally of emotions that I had alreal
,lIOOUntered.It was a feeling of numbness as I realised which team it was.
IYthoughtswere confirmed as the large frame of Eric Cantona came to shake my hand - it was Manchest
~nited.As other players from the opposition approached me such as Paul Ince, Roy Keane and Ryan Gigg
rerythingfell into place. I was playing for my favourite team in the 1995 F.A Challenge Cup Final at Wemblt
na,London. I was Blackburn's newest signing -a 17 year old midfielder.
erwhatseemed hours of waiting in the crammed, claustrophobic tunnel, the two neat lines comprising of tl
Igreatest teams in English football began to move. I heard the crowd explode into a crescendo of noise whic
I~tsplit the ear as the front of the lines emerged. Following the captains, goal keepers and defenders, it woul
'myturn. and before my imagination had time to produce what might be out there, I was running out into to
oddfamous Wembley stadium with the equally famous twin towers facing me and a spectrum of red, white an
ueoolourall around me. Directly in front was a group of three men, one holding a camera, the other a large fluff.
:rqJhoneand the third carrying all the cables which the two pieces of equipment produced, following firstly mE
~nat leastfive other players.



The whole>atmosphere sh{yc'kedme into a mood of reality as I was used to the chants of: ' Come on;
'There's only one Matthew Bedford'. The smell of the freshly cut grass and the brightness of a ,
pampered me and set me off into a feeling of security and conscientiousness as the two teams too

.

kt
and the crowd retired to their seats, all wondering what the outcome of such an event will be. The r~
to the centre spot where the two captains were a~aiting h~ whistle to c~n~mence. Nin~t~ minut,
tough competition was to be watched by thousands ID the stadium and by millions on teleVISIon.

The crowd emitted a second blast as the whistle blew and Blackburn kicked off passing the ball f~
towards the concrete defence and then skilfully forwards towards my feet. Instantly, an urge of s~
through me, killing all the mixed emotions I had previously felt. I dribbled the ball past one player,
the side of another player only to beat a third when I received it. The crowd were becoming ecstatiG
signing was opening the first threatening attack of the game. I was approaching my fourt
simultaneously looking up to fmd a fellow player who I could pass to and maybe score the first go
Newell to the side of me and Alan Shearer to the front of me. The crowd were still producing an elect
as I had made my decision to pass straight ahead. I raised my right foot to carry out the pass, and
what had happened, my left foot had been taken from me and I was lying on the floor, the victim of a
tackle. The crowd expressed their disappointment and I felt that I could do better -for them and for ID
This opportunity wasn't too far away as I saw the large defender Colin Hendry, tackle what caul
potential threat to the 0-0 score line. The ball was passed around for a while until I saw it approa
speed. Despite this, I managed to control it and carry on in a similar fashion as before, this time
players. Unlike before, I succeeded in passing the ball to Alan Shearer who was in a prime space. Ag
had returned to their loud nerve wrecking status as Alan ploughed into their area. Just about to
shot, Shearer was brought down, this time to the disapproval of not only the crowd, but the referee.
hesitation he loudly blew his whistle and pointed to the penalty spot. At last an opportunity had ar'
prove my position at the club. Knowing I had the most powerful kick amongst us, I was selected
players to take the penalty. The crowd was silent as the referee blew his whistle and I took a giant
ball. Although it was silent, you could sense the need for a goal to break the dead lock. One step, tw~
steps, four steps and my leg went right back. I accurately thrust my foot forward making great con~
ball. I knew this was to be a goal. The 'keeper dived one way, the ball swirled in another direction and,
of the net. It was a goal. The deadlock was broken. I feel to my knees in shock. The rest of the pla~
round me congratulating me and hugging me. All I could hear was the constant roar of the crowd. TI
felt was indescribable. The heat was overwhelming and the shafts of light were slowly disappearing I
more players surrounded me.
Then it went silent. The sun disappeared and the outdoor environment was substituted by the stq
atmosphere of the tiny portacabin structure. The rain was still falling, the sky was still grey and then
was still progressing. Still boring and tedious but in reality the best lesson in my life.

MATTHEW BEDFORD lIB



Cardiac Arrest

Judith Janus L VIDA

Firesof hell flowed through veins; amber and gold mingled as it formed from oil that
swishesand gurgled. Rushing down dark red tunnels, the constant beating and
forcingaround each corner, up and then down. There ahead lay the mighty
kingdomof the heart. Power surged from every inch with the force of a nuclear
explosion. Like a pulsating magnet, all was drawn into the vast chambers. Muscles
contracted rhythmically, echoed continuously. Entering the red void, all was
engulfedby the immense, oppressive heat.

Amaze of tunnels lay ahead. Surging forward, choosing the largest opening to the
allpowerful engine. Heat expelled was intoxicating, and, what had been formed,
grewlarger. The tunnel narrowed, partly blocking the path, forcing pressure to
increase. The heart pounded faster, faster, faster. A power surge and the blood
flowedon.

Cylinders leading to valves, which joined hollows to hollows; a jungle of tubes
twisted like vines and tangled like hails. At every narrowing the beating came
louder and faster, here 'it' grew but then manoeuvred and gained 'its' freedom. But
nowthe power seemed weaker, becoming softer and quicker. Mter every surge
came gasp of silence and pain.

Eachmuscle contracted, each nerve stood on end. At every step of the journey,
glutinous deposits were evident. They imprisoned 'it' allowing growth until 'it's' size
was immense to the proportions of 'its' domain.

Pressure forced to increase, pushed it continually onward, drawing it rapidly to the
huge power source at the epicentre of the world. Quicker and quicker. The power
surged frantically as 'it' soared through tunnels which rapidly merged into oblivion.

Fate had control, as the blood headed towards a small opening, the cells collected
and became permanently imprisoned. Unable to cope, the power source now lay
silent. The domain twitched once, twice, then a final third time before it lay still
and peaceful. Silence.



A Day in the life of a Private Detective.

I was working on a case because I couldn't afford a desk. A tall man walked past the
window -he must have been tall. I was 7 floors up.

Suddenly there was a tap on the door, funny, you usually only get those things on sinks.

The door opened and I froze.

Some hours later I stepped out of the freezer and felt much better.

A strange man stood smoking in my doorway, so I put him out and demanded to know his
business.

He was looking for a blonde, I told him not to worry, I could change my wig.

He said he was desperate and asked if I could help.

I told him the door he wanted was 3rd on the left with a picture of a man above it.

He walked away with a limp -luckily it didn't have a bulb in anyway.

A gang of heavies burst into my office with guns.

I paid them for the pizza and decided to move office -the area was far too rough.

The phone rang and a woman's voice propositioned me.

It was the best offer I'd had all week so I took the job.

Cleaning windows wasn't exactly what I had in mind but I've nearly made enough for a
desk now............................

~CJ @
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SOLuTIONS

GET IT TAPED:

YOUTH AND AGE:

BUILDING ROADS:

COLOUR COUNTS:

THE ETERNAL TRIANGLE:

School teacher's reports:

5062.5 inches (only 45 minutes per side)

20 and 25

5 roads is the only possible answer

3 - one of each colour

6 triangles

Mr. Wilbraham



WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

There has been growing concern recently as to the state of our society and
the morality of a country with an international reputation for being
impeccably well-mannered and decent. In the past two years or so, we have
been repeatedly shocked by horrific crimes against people, animals and
property; just when we think that it cannot get any worse, we are informed of
another brutal murder, another violent attack. Even more frightening is the
apparent lack of concern of those with the authority to do something about it.

In the late 1980s, there were concerns over the effect of "video nasties" on
children who are particularly susceptible to the violent images presented to
them. Only now, in 1994, is the government pushing through legislation to
close loopholes in the law which allow young people to view these films. And
what was the catalyst for this new legislation? Two brutal murders in 1993,
perpetrated by impressionable young people, who we now know have been
exposed to these video nasties.

In February 1993, a two-year-old toddler was led out of a shopping centre by
two ten-year-old boys. Only days later, the toddler's bruised and battered
body was found by a railway track. In December 1993, the two ten-year-old
boys - only just the age of criminal responsibility - were convicted of the
murder of J ames Bulger. At their trial, a striking similarity was observed
between the way J ames died, and images on "Childs Play 3", a "video nasty"
horror film seen by both boys - days before the trusting toddler was led
unsuspecting to his death.

Also last year, in the Manchester area, a 16-year-old girl was tortured, locked
in a room, and later died in hospital. She was imprisoned by people who she
thought were her friends, whilst they were under the influence of a cocktail
of hard drugs, readily available in their area. At the trial of these teenagers,
scenes from a video nasty were also cited in their defence.

Both of these murders were violent, senseless and totally devoid of motive,
but perhaps the most sickening violence is that which is occurring in
Northern Ireland, where senseless killings can be 'justified' because there is
a reason for them. They are necessary to resolve a conflict which has been
going on for over twenty years, and is now only being carried on by a
hardcore of fanatics for one reason: money. Recently, a national Sunday
newspaper revealed that the IRA are making far too much money from the
situation in northern Ireland for them ever to want to stop it.



Greed seems to be an ever-increasing motive for crime, often with
devastating consequences for the victims. We read about burglars stealing
money that was raised for hospital equipment; or con-men and women de.
frauding countless people of their savings. Burglary is also rising on the list
of violent crimes; often there is more than one victim of a burglary - the
person burgled, and an innocent person killed or injured trying to prevent
the burglary taking place.

We are treated to various different views as to why our crime rate has soared
so dramatically. People will cite boredom, unemployment, disturbed states of
mind, and a number of other reasons, all of which can be perfectly valid.
However, at least as far as I'm concerned, one major reason for our high
crime rate is simply the lack of a deterrent presented to potential criminals.
Only in the past few weeks, a youth was jailed for nine months for killing a
young mother; he will serve a maximum of twenty weeks of this sentence.
There was a time when life imprisonment meant exactly that; now, with time
off for good behaviour, and considering time spent on remand before trial,
most offenders can reasonably expect to serve a maximum of two-thirds of
their sentences. For someone considering a crime, this is hardly likely to
change their mind, is it?

Unfortunately, what can be done about the violence and crime in Britain is
not the only big question which needs to be asked; because, in truth, not a lot
can be done until the majority of people realise how much danger we are all
in. The question that needs answering right now is this: Just how far do
things have to go? How many people have to be killed; how many violently
attacked; how many dangerous criminals given far too lenient sentences;
before those who have the power to change things will sit up and DO
something? And until that question is answered we are left with a much
more frightening one. If nothing is done, what is going to happen to us -and
our children and grandchildren in the future, when we will have to live in
fear of the very society we have created?

Faith Radley 12JH



LONGSLEDDALE REVIEW

by Jenna Yates
Helen Thirde

Philippa King

It was an eventful weekend, starting with the journey there. The mini-bus was a
crush and many thought Chris Jones wouldn't survive the whole journey without
suffocating. With Barry Lees as navigator it was a long journey. Passengers in
Mrs Chapman's car would have heard an exclamation as a white van careered
towards her in the opposite direction.

When we arrived the girls enjoyed laughing at the lads as they had to put up their
tents in the dark, while they sat in front of the fire with their cups of hot chocolate.
Mrs. Edward, then escorted us to the end of a dark lane where everyone ate
Mr.Grehan's toffee fudge. Mrs Edwards began telling of monsters in a bell tower in
a nearby church. At this point Barry fell off the gate scaring Rachel Edwards and
Caroline Crompton half to death.

The next day the group was split into three. One group climbed the hill, led by
Glynn and Mys Chapman. On the way back Jack Howard and Jenna Yates started
off a water fight and then everyone joined in resulting in eight soaking wet people,
but it has to be said Barry turned out worst when he was dropped in a puddle. The
other two groups took the same route, but the opposite way round. When the group
led by Mr.AshtOn stopped for dinner they were greeted by Sessel the Satanic Swan.
Mr. Ashton was very brave and beat it off with a stick. Everyone kept fairly dry
apart from Amy Steff who got pushed in the river.

When we got back to the centre the showers were packed out. Louise Cotterill
couldn't be bothered getting changed so had a shower fully clothed while singing I'm
forever blowing bubbles.

After we got changed we decided to play sardines giving the teachers a break and
chance to haw a brew. We then found out after sending Michael Sturt to hide that
we couldn't be>bothered playing, this resulted in him giving us the silent treatment
all night.

It was then time for tea, not that any of us had a decent meal because Mr. Grehan
and Mr. Morriss stood over everyone in turn with a fork. We then decided because
of this that they could do our washing up.

After tea Helen Thirde, Sarah Cooper and Sarah Howarth escaped the games that
we played in the main barn. Barry Lees had everyone in hysterics with his facial
expressions and grunts as he tried to cut, then eat a bar of chocolate whilst wearing
a hat, gloves. ~arf and using a fork in his left hand.



The next day everyone hiked to thp cliff- Nigel managed to come up with several
jokes about Mr. Edwards and hi:" cara\-an club.

We all mounted the cliff one by one, Fiona Howard being the brave, first person. All
went well until Mr.Grehan started the abseil, as he got halfway down his safety
harness broke, so he started frantically getting down the wall leaning badly to his
left.

We still don't know for certain, but the rumour is Barry was the culprit searching for
revenge after the earlier puddle incident.

The journey home was a bit of a disaster, but good fun because everyone sang to the
charts on the radio. We eventually arrived back after three detours, at 7-0'clock, lY2
hours late.

This was the end of Year 9'8 trip to Longsleddale.



TI-IE REAL TOURIST GUIDE TO 'SETH AFRICA'

a lighthearted look at the White Tribe of S.A.

TI-lE LINGO:
SOUTI-IAFRICAN ENGLISH

From the minute you step off the plane, people are likely to greet you with "Howzit
men'!' This is a general greeting, literally translated as "how are you, man'!'
Similarly: "Har ewe men'!' is usually replied to with "fahn", meaning "fine".
Females, don't be confused -in S.A "man" (pronouncedmen) is commonlyused at
the end of short sentences.

If you see two aunties bending over a pram and saying "shame, men shame", they
are not commenting on how pitiful or ugly the baby looks -"shame" can also mean
adorable.

The way to ask people if they are going to have a barbecue in the evening, is to say:
"Are yous heving a braID tenaht'!' Braai is pronounced as in bright, and it is the
Afrikaans for barbecue. Remember that words like "yes" become "yiss", and "flat"
and "cat" become "flet" and "cef'.

FOOD

How about a crocodile or ostrich steak? You could also try Waterblommetjie Bredie -
a traditional Cape stew made with water lily flowers. My personal favourite is
Biltong. This is a dried meat speciality that looks like a leather sandal that has
been chopped up into little bits. We have run out of it since my grandma got caught
sending it to us by post!

There are lots of wonderful seafood restaurants, but you need to set your watch to
South African time: if the waiter says "Just a minute," your dinner is probably still
in the ocean. "Ifll be here now," indicates that you are still in for a fairly long wait.

TI-lE WEATI-lER

Summer in Rossendale is at the same time in Winter in South Africa, but the
temperatures are roughly the same. As Rossendalians are stripping off and heading
for Blackpool, south Africans are pulling on jumpers, and complaining about the
cold.

South African summers are best spent by the poolside. I used to amuse myselfby
counting the number of white, middle-aged men with huge, blubbery beer-bellies,
that would put a pregnant woman to shame, hanging out over swimshorts. The
bellies were usually a consequence of over-indulgence.



ENTERT AlNMENT

When they are not sunning their bellies by the pool, the white, Afrikaaner men
make Boeremusik together -literally translated as "Farmers' music". Each group
usually contains a couple of banjos, an accordion and a concertina. The music is a
cross between Country and Western and an Oompah band. They squeeze
themselves into leather shorts with braces, matching embroidered shirts and hats
with feathers, but this lot make an Austrian Oompah Band look fashionable!

CREEPY-CRAWLIES

If you ever see a brown, hairy spider, the size of your hand, crawling around on the
ceiling, don't squash it with a broom -it is probably a totally harmless Baboon
Spider. If you really can't cope, just scoop it up into something and put it outside.

Snakes are most likely to bite you when they have just woken up from their winter
hibernation, and can't be bothered to get out of your way. They will usually just
slither away if they sense you coming near.

Looking forward to your visit!

Kay Richardson
12 MGA



A HOLIDAY OF A LIFE-TIME

It all began on a cold wet Friday morning as the coach left Rawtenstall at 3.45 a.m. and
headed for Manchester Airport. At 7.00 a.m. 25 students, 4 parents and 2 members of staff
sat safely on the aeroplane heading for London. Mter a brief stop to pick up other school
parties we were on our way to Crete. At 1.00 p.m. local time we touched down in Crete and
after a short coach journey arrived at the cruise ship which was to be our home for the next
8 days.

Having established ourselves in our cabins and had a quick tour of the ship we settled down
for some serious sunbathing. So far everything had lived up to our expectations, but as yet
dinner was some four hours away. The ship smoothly set sail and we sat down to a 5 course
dinner and then it was time for the disco!

At 7.00 a.m. the ship docked in Rhodes and after a good breakfast we set off to visit the
Acropolis. Rhodes itself was beautiful and the weather was glorious. Ignoring the donkeys
we set out to walk to the Acropolis from the courtyard, a very steep climb, but well worth
the effort. All the way up we saw traders selling their wares and on the way down we
couldn't resist testing our skills in bartering. Mter lunch and a brief rest we set off for the
beach. Although it was warm on the beach the water was quite chilly, but great fun.
Shopping was even more fun and we all went back to the ship loaded with great bargains.

The ship set sail that evening and Sunday was spent sailing and finding out about Egypt
and Israel. Early, about 3.00 a.m., some of the group got up to see the ship dock in Egypt. It
was great to see the sunrise coming up behind the nearest mosque and to see the pontoons
being put into place. At about 7.00 a.m. we set off on the Egyptian Marathon and an
experience of a life time. The sights were beyond belief; the poverty, the wealth, the traffic,
the donkeys among the cars, the street sellers, the armed guard. We saw the treasurers of
the Pharaohs and the Pyramids; not to mention a ride on a camel thanks to Wally the camel
trader!

Exhausted, we arrived back at the ship at 8.30 p.m. and enjoyed a wonderful meal. The next
day we arrived in Israel and visited the sights there. Bethlehem brought tears to many an
eye and Jerusalem was such a contrast. We even managed to float in the Dead Sea and
enjoy the water park before visiting Yad Vashad (the museum of the Holocaust). Before
returning to the ship we visited a cafe dedicated to Elvis. Only in Israel could you see such
contrasts.

The next day was spent, fortunately, relaxing on the ship. This was a time to catch up on
sun tan and school work. On Thursday we arrived in Turkey and visited Ephesius. This was
just like stepping back into Roman-times. The afternoon was time for serious shopping;
leather jackets seemed to be the order of the day. Excited, broke, but full of tales of bargains
gained and people met we returned to the boat and the evenings entertainment.

Only too soon the morning came and with it Athens. We packed and left the ship and visited
the sights before flying home. Early Saturday morning, exhausted but thrilled we met our
families again and began recounting the wonders of the trip. An experience that was well
worth the money and one which we aim to offer to others in 1996. Interested?

Mr. D.R. Hunt



ALIEN IN ROSSENDALE

When I applied for the assistant teacher job I hoped I would be placed somewhere in the
South of England. As soon as I heard that they picked B.R.G.8. for me I was a little bit
disappointed - the North of England has the reputation of bad weather, stodgy food and a
strong accent.

Mter eight months in Rossendale I must admit that most of my prejudices were wrong.
Actually, although the weather is quite bad, it could have been worse - it could have rained
every day! Concerning the food I do not understand why English food has that bad
reputation all over Europe. I defmitely enjoyed almost everything I ate, although I have to
confess that processed peas are not my favourite. Especially the puddings are very yummy.
Regarding the Rossendale accent, I had and am still having some difficulties in
understanding people. But I learned a lot of new words and phrases and I think the
northern accent is far more interesting than the posh southern version.

When first arriving at B.R.G.S., I noticed some difference between German and English
schools. To start with, German pupils do not have to wear school uniforms. I found it rather
difficult to recognise pupils in the afternoon or on the weekends when they were not
wearing their uniforms. There are no morning assemblies at German schools but they start
right away with the lessons. Another difference is the time pupils spend at school every day.
German schools start at 8.00 and usually end between 1 and 2 p.m., but the pupils have
lessons on Saturdays as well. As they get more homework than pupils at B.R.G.S., on
average pupils in both countries invest the same amount if time into school work.

Despite these obvious differences, teaching in England is not very different from teaching in
Germany. In my opinion it depends on the relationship between pupils and teachers to
create a positive atmosphere that makes school bearable or sometimes even enjoyable.

Summing up, I definitely enjoyed teaching at B.R.G.8. and staying in Rossendale. I think I
am going to benefit from these experiences in my future teaching career in Germany.
Finally, I would like to say 'thank you' to everybody at B.R.G.S. for their support and
friendliness.



NETBALL

Once again a fairly successful year with most teams winning the majority of their
matches.

Year 7 started slowly with some defeats but gradually improved ending with a victory
in the Rossendale Schools Rally.

Year 8 were affected by illness and had one or two disappointing results but ended the
season on a high by winning the Rossendale Schools Rally.

Year 9 had a mixed season and failed to win the Rally losing narrowly to Haslingden in
extra time.

Most of the success comes in Years 10 and 11. The girls continued to be committed
and determined to win.

Year 10 kept up their unbeaten record and once again became Lancashire champions.
Let's hope it's three in a row next year.

year 11 won most of their matches but just failed to qualify for the Lancashire Schools
final.

A special mention to Sara Richardson and Sally Trippier who got to the final trials for
the county squad. Hopefully next year B.RG.S. will get somebody into the rounty
squad!

HOCKEY

Few matches were played due to poor facilities and poor weather!

Generally, results have been good and the under sixteen's team did especially well
getting to the quarter final of the Lancashire President's Cup and lost only on penalties
to a more experienced team from Blackpool.

Let's hope next year the weather allows us to have more matches.

S. M. SCHOFIELD



SLEEPY TEACHER MISSES ENGLAND WIN:

An afternoon nap, 'Witnessed by over 30,000 people cost MissHinch her chance
to see an England victory over France in the schoolboy international at
Wembley in June. Hinch, 21+, fell asleep midway through the firsthalf of the
under 15 game when a hardworking week and early start to the day caught up
'Withher. Fellow teachers Miss Bowden and tWoWilbraham saw the whole 90
minutes of a fine English performance, but were at a loss to explain Hinch's
behaviour.

Bowden, 21++, commented, "England's fine attacking play, incisive runs and
tactical awareness had me on the edge of my seat, (well they were small
seats!). Ijust do not understand how my colleague could fail to be impressed
by such a fine display."

Wilbraham, 26-, added, "When Rona Semple of BRpointed out Miss Hinch taking
the 20th of her 40 'Winks,Iwas astounded! Perhaps the non-appearance of a
certain Frenchman from Old Trafford contributed to her boredom; maybe it was
the long journey; maybe it was my company!"

When questioned by us to explain her actions MissHinch refused to comment.
Then again it is difficult to speak when you're fast asleep!!

Seriously though everyone who went to Wembley, 47 pupils and 5 adults,
had a good day. England won the game 2-1 thanks to a 25 yard free-kick in the
last minute and it is hoped to repeat the trip in the future.

M. WILBRAHAM



YEAR NINE FOOTBALL

The Year 9 football team had a mixed season. They started the season well with a 6 -5
victory over Philips High School, this after being 4 -1 down. Joel Stevens scored a well taken
hat trick.

A series of defeats followed this victory, and it wasn't until a home match against Townley
that they returned to winning ways. The result was a 4- 0 victory. This was an even more
astounding result considering the fact that Joel Stevens, Paul Stephenson and John Darwen
did a 'Paul McGrath' on the morning of the game, i.e. - did not appear. The mystery
surrounding the trio's disappearance has not been solved.

The team against Townley consisted of a mixture of players, Peter Marland kept the first
clean sheet of the season and Doni Clarke (Year 7) scored on his debut for Year 9.

Results continued to be mixed. with an end of season defeat against Fearns and victory
against Haslingden.

Players of the season for their excellent effort throughout go to Captain Michael Taylor and
Danny Crowley.

YEAR SEVEN FOOTBALL

The Year Seven football team had a successful season, winning 8 games. Early season
victories against Fearns and Prestwich gave the team confidence.

Our first dropped point of the season was against St. Theodore's. An exciting game ended in
a 1 -1 draw. Mter conceding an early goal, BRGS fought back well with good performances
from Vincent Pattison and Doni Clarke. Indeed it was Doni who equalised with a
spectacular Jean Pierre Papin style overhead kick. Our defence then held out for a draw
with Robert Walton and James Beetham having excellent games as they did all season.

The team's fIrSt defeat was against Ivy Bank. Worse was to come however when Vincent,
our star midfielder, was sent off for 'violent conduct'. Mter the game Vincent said he had
been severely provoked because an Ivy Bank player had "looked at him in a funny way".

Two end of season victories against Haslingden were excellent performances that saw the
team playing with style and vigour.



YEAR TEN BASKETBALL

Year Ten basketball team had an eventful season. Having lost their first 2 matches they
went on an impressive winning streak. The early season defeats were soon things of the
past after crushing wins over Whitworth and Fearns.

However team morale took a blow when a disagreement at training resulted in Mark
Lawson and Adam Murray being suspended for the away game at Alder Grange.

The match against Alder Grange was won easily but controversy continued to surround the
team as Michael Belcher needed a police escort after the game.

The highlights of the season were home victories against Bury Grammar and All Saints.
Roared on by a somewhat biased support, the team responded well. Murray, Belcher and
Jon Cormack put in inspired performances to beat Bury 36 -33 and All Saints 40 - 35.

The season ended on a down beat note as the team lost to All Saints in the league, along
with some belongings after our changing rooms were ransacked.

Jon Cormack finished the season's top scorer, massing over 100 points.

Team consisted of:

J. Cormack, A Murray, R. McEvoy, M. Belcher, M. Lawson, K. Wilkinson, T. Lambert, P.
Vaiders, M. Yates, T. lamb, M. Worsley (Yr.9)

YEAR 7 BASKETBALL

The Year 7 basketball team have made good progress throughout the year. Although not
playing many matches, effort and enthusiasm have been excellent. Two competitive matches
were played

Against Haslingden, victory was assured due to the ball skills of Gareth Hurley and the
rebounding/shooting of Denis-Mathew Hall and Peter Reed

Their next game was against Longridge, a much bigger and more experienced side.
Excellent efforts all round resulted in a close game, but Longridge running out winners by
12 points.

Squad consisted of:

C. Edwards, G. Hurley, D.M. Hall, P. Reed, W. Cook-Martin,v. Pattison,
C. De-Ath, O. Crosby, C. Philips, J. Beetham, D. Kennedy, R. Taylor.



CIIESS REPORT

This year the Chess Club has met regularly on a Friday lunchtime with a number of
new members particularly from Year 7. Several teams have competed in the East
Lancashire Schools Chess Association and the results have been quite pleasing.

In a league of 12 t~ams the 'A: team was 4th and the 'B', consisting of year 7 players
was 9th. We were runners-up in the Telston Cup and winners of the tmder 14
knock-out.

In(lividually, Mark Bury and Alistair Heys represented the county at Under 1Slevel
in the National Championships whilst Matthew Temperley in 7R won our own
Junior Championship.

Altogether this has been a most successful season at a variety of levels, both within
school and at cotmty level.



KARA TE

"Karate? No, not for me!" This ~sthe comment I hear most often when I suggest

people should try karate. Howdo people know it's not for them? The majority
of people in this school only kn~w about martial arts from movies which bear no
resemblance whatsoever to the sherboliean style. In fact, I think some of the
movies made are just an insult iO those who practice karate. At this point I feel I
must stress I am speaking only of karate and not styles such as
Ninjitsu/Jujitsu/Akido etc. as I h~ve never tried them.

People study karate for all types of reasons; many do not continue after they
have achieved their black belT but at least they can honestly say that it is not for
them. Anyone who can say this before they have seen for themselves what
karate is like are very narrow minded. It is not just for the very physically fit or the
elite; it is for any age group, mole or female, big or small.

Many paths can be taken once a person has begun karate: a large number of
students wish to achieve the infamous black belt. Others just wish to learn self
defence while some use it to keep active and fit. A very small proportion of
students train purely for competition standard - which is of a very high standard!

EMMA MOORE LVI



All seater football grounds -why things are better from a standing point of view.

With the advent of all seater football stadiums, one question immediately springs to mind -will this measure really
make watching football safer? The summer of 1994 sees the destruction of many terraces around the country: The
Shed at Stamford Bridge, The Holte End at Villa Park and the most famous of them all, The Kop at Anfield. Mter the
Hillsborough disaster left 96 Liverpool supporters dead and many more injured, it was recomme~ded that all terraces
be replaced by all seater stands. This ruling became law in 1992, with every ground in the Premier League and First
Division to be all seater by the beginning of the '94{95 season.

The question of safety is not the only issue raised by the introduction of all-seater grounds. The atmosphere at a match
will be ruined by the fact that seats give a, sit down, shut up, and watch feeling. How many fans would say the
excitement and sheer noise is the same now they have been provided with seats?

Most terraces have over 100 years of football history. Generation after generation of supporters have stood to cheer
their team to victory, or to shout commiserations after a defeat. The pushing and shoving, getting squashed, being too
hot, but above all SCREAMING, it's all part of the atmosphere, and we love it.

Some people have mentioned the so called 'Super-stadia' of most European clubs, which successfully combine seats
with an atmosphere to rival that of a lot of English terraces. This is true, but the fact remains that most European
grounds have been all-seater for years, and a lot of their younger fans have never had a choice whether they sit down
or stand up. I'm sure if they had stood on a terrace and experienced the excitement, the atmosphere at matches now
would be a little more subdued. It will take years for all English supporters to get used to sitting down and until then
the noise will be distinctly muted.

The actual 'seating' of supporters is another serious problem. Clubs, by law, have to provide seats, but have the
stewards got the power to make everybody sit on them? Imagine the scenario: a young child can't see because of taller
people stood up in front of her, so she climbs up onto the seat, slips, and falls to the ground. Things like this could
happen because there is no law to say that people have to sit on their seats. At the moment most people take young
children on one of the already ses.ted stands, but if the entire ground has seats they will be spread about. The most
die-hard of fans will have spent most of their lives standing on a terrace and have no desire to sit down, and accidents
will OCC'li.

The Hillsborough disaster certainly brought one thing to light -football police cannot cope when too many people are
trying to get into a ground too late. The 96 deaths were not a result of people standing up, if they were seats would
have been introduced years ago. The perimeter fencing may have added to the calamity, but it was not the only cause.
The fact that the police opened the exit gates in an attempt to relieve crowd congestion in Leppings Lane, thus
allowing a large number of fans to surge into the 2 centrepens uncontrolled, made the problem worse. If seats are
introduced they won't help police stop fans getting into the ground, and they may make things worse. Would you trust
approximately 200 policemen and women to stop 16,000 supporters trying to get into a stand with only 12,000 seats?
The potential for a tragedy worse than that of Hillsborough is there. That loss was great, but we should learn from the
mistakes made rather than trying to eradicate something which was never proved completely to blame. If the police
had been proven guilty of causing the deaths would they have been banned from football grounds?

For many years terraces have been a haven for those with little money, who can't afford upwards of £10 for a seat, but
still wish to see the game. For those who have stood for years, seating may outprice them altogether. Season tickets
for a reserved seat can cost anything up to £900, whereas a place on a terrace for every home game of the season can
be yours for as little as £200. Where is the average football fan supposed to find the extra needed for a seat? Students?
OAP's who have spent their lives watching from the terraces?

To recoup the money spent on building new stands, clubs will raise prices for the average supporter. The reduced
ground capacity also means higher prices to ensure gate receipts stay the same. Should we all have to pay because of
the mistakes of others? Some clubs have promised that prices will be kept to a minimum but one thing they all have in
common is the desire to make more money. The legislation on all seater stadiums was introduced for safety reasons,
but it is likely that most clubs would have phased in seats over the next couple of years anyway, in order to increase
profits.

I believe the introduction of seats will only add to problems and, not actually prevent more deaths occurring like that
of Hillsborough.

MARINA KEEFE 12MGA



80th REUNION

On April 9th BRGS held its 80th reunion which was attended by 600 people. Past students and teachers
were invited to look around the school; see the changes as well as meeting up with old friends, some
who had lost touch for over fifty years.

The reunion was opened with a speech from Mr. Morris who welcomed people from as far away as
Canada, US.A. and Switzerland. Many people also travelled long distances within the UK. from places
like Glasgow and Kent. Many local people came too.

In his speech Mr. Morris commented on the improvements to BRGS and stressed that even though BRGS
was to obtain Technology College Status, it would still continue to hold the title BACUP AND
RAWfENSTALL GRAMMAR SCHOOL, but would also have extra financing to provide the school with
better equipment and resources to improve the departments and give the students many more facilities
than ever before.

It was nice to see many people looking back on years gone by and the phrase "1 remember when "
was used extensively throughout the day with people saying "what happened to Mr.Collinge, Mrs
Richmond and Mr. Philips?"

In the evening a buffet and concert in which past students performed, was held for the guests.

The youngest performer was Rebecca White, who attended BRGS until 1989 and who is now in her
final year at Lancaster University. She plays the clarinet and performed "Saint Seins Sonata'.

Alwyn Mellor who was a sixth form student from 1986 to 1988 and who is lead Soprano with the
Welsh National Opera, sang three songs, one from 70sca'. Whilst at BRGS she took the lead role in the
musical 'South Pacific' and has now won a place at an Italian training school.

Paul Shead, who also had a role in 'South Pacific', was compere for the evening. He attended BRGS
from 1981 - 1988. He also performed during the evening, together with Simon Sebright, some of their
own compositions on the guitar.

A local businessman, Brian Frankland,who attended BRGS during the 1950's and who was once a
member of the 'George Mitchell Singers' sang two numbers, one from 'Phantom of the Opera'.

The concert continued with a piano duet by James Howarth of Newchurch, who accompanied the other
performers, and Ernest Tomlinson, a member of the Sixth fr()m in the 1940's, who went on to become a
well known composer and arranger. They performed three pieces, all of which were composed by Mr.
Tomlinson.

The guests thoroughly enjoyed the concert and said it was the best which had ever been held at BRGS.

After the concert Mr.Clark gave an entertaining and humorous speech and stressed that he always felt a
strong sense of 'homecoming' when he returned to BRGS and felt that the whole day bad been a
splendid occasion. He said that both he and Mrs Clark had talked non-stop and thoroughly enjoyed
meeting so many familiar faces -even if some looked a little more wizened than when he knew them.

Mr. Clark also proposed a vote of thanks to the participants in the concert, to the caterers and to the
reunion committee for organising such a splendid event.

On Sunday the 10th a reunion service was held in the school hall which was led by Rev. Keith
Butterworth, the vicar of St. Michael and All Angels, Lawton Moor. Miss Pretty and Mr. Morris gave
readings and Mr.D. Heap, Chairman of the Governors, led the visitors in prayer. The service was then
concluded with the School Hymn.



NEWS OF FORMER MEMBERS OF B.R.G.S.

APPOINTMENTS, QUALIFICATIONS etc.

Peter J. RODEN (Stacksteads) B.sc. Hons 2:1, Chemistry and Physics, York.
Will proceed to Ph. D. in Environmental Science.

Kevyn Jonas (Rawtenstall) B.sc. Hons. Mathematics, Loughborough.
Will proceed to Ph.D.

Catherine R. Watkins (Higher Cloughfold) B.sc. Hons 2:1, textile Design, Huddersfield
Catherine also took three awards at the Bradford Textile Society exhibition.

Elizabeth Grimshaw (Waterfoot) B.sc. Hons. Pure Mathematics, London.

Jane Hartley (Bacup) B.sc. Hons. Mathematics, Loughborough.

Alistair Leeson (Higher Cloughfold) B.sc. Hons. Chemistry, Polymer Science, Lancaster.

Claire Horsfall (Britannia) REd Hons. Metropolitan University of Manchester.

Andrew R. Testa (Rawtenstall) B.sc. Hons. Liverpool.

Alastair Birch (Waterfoot) RA Computing in Business, Huddersfield.

Christopher Hilton (Rawtenstall) RA Hons. Class 1,Theology & Classics, Surrey!

Susan Bell (Rawtenstall) 1st Class Hons, Biomedical Studies, Bradford.

Melanie Woodburn (Higher Cloughfold) B.Eng. Hons. Class I, Civil Engineering, Leeds.

YousoufAdenwala (Rawtenstall) M.R Ch.B. Leeds.

Joanne E. Davies (Rawtenstall) has passed solicitors fmals, York College of Law.

Graham Foster (Haslingden) Degree in Occupational Therapy and prize for joint top
student, University of Birmingham, Alabama. Now appointed therapist in the university
hospital.

StephenFoster (Haslingden) appointed manager of National Westminster Bank, Bamber
Bridge. .

Antony David Lord (Bacup) having passed final exams in optometry is now working in
Middleton.

Constance Nolan, nee Sellers (Rawtenstall) B.A Open University.

Louise Barnes, nee Nolan (Higher Cloughfold) B.sc. Hons. Class I, Open University.



Wendy Hargreaves (Stacksteads)
John J. Graham (Rawtenstall)
Andrew D. Baron ( Cowpe)
Davina J. Cairns
Melanie Haigh (Rawtenstall)
Paul W. Tebby (Loveclough)
James R Davidson (Helmshore)

MARRIAGES

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

RR Gay (Waterfoot)
KS. Haigh (Rochdale)
AC. Davies (Lumb)
RA Birtwistle
M.S. Brewerton (Maidenhead)
J.M. Spinner (North Carolina, USA)
A Barlow (Helmshore)

THE SCHOOL HAS LEARNED WITH REGRET OF THE FOLLOWING DEATHS:

MargaretMoore, teacher of History 1921-58, aged, 93, died St. Annes, July 1993

James Ashworth Lord (Rawtenstall) aged 81, died Rawtenstall, May 1993

RogerLaw, formerly of Bacup, aged 46, died June 1993

Samuel T. Lunt, formerly of Bacup, aged 72, died Welwyn Garden City, Sept. 1993

Reginald Woof (Waterfoot) aged 49, died Waterfoot, October 1993

Peter Cahill (Rawtenstall) aged 57, died Kendal, October 1993

Jean Shelton nee Walker (Bacup) aged 68, died Bacup, October 1993

Phyllis Senogles, formerly of Cloughfold, former deputy principal of Edge Hill Training
College, Ormskirk, aged 89, died Bishop's Waltham, Hants, January 1994

James Horrocks(Bacup) aged 86, died Bacup, January 1994

James Brearley, formerly of Bacup, latterly of Simonstone, a former Head Boy, aged 83,
died Blackburn, March 1994

Edith Mary Shuttleworth, nee Whittaker (Bury) aged 90, died Bury, March 1994

Ella Grall, nee Riley, formerly of Dunnockshaw, died Preston, March 1994

Charles Mansfield (Bury) aged 62, died Bury, May 1994



MISS MARGARET MOORE (1899 - 1993)

Miss M. Moore ("Little Miss Moore"), was a native of Bolton and a
graduate of Manchester University where she obtained an
Honours Degree in History. She was appointed as Assistant
History Mistress in 1921 (under Miss Wrigley who later married
and became Mrs Whittaker) and left in 1958 -spending the whole
of her teaching career at B.R.G.S. where she succeeded Mrs
Whittaker as Head of Department.

Miss Moore's enthusiasm for her subject and her ability to make
History live, have been commented upon by many of her pupils. As
her assistant and successor, I can never thank her enough for the
help and encouragement which she gave me. She took charge of
the library, giving it many hours of her time. She organised
wonderful History excursions and encouraged pupils to work on
their own, making models and compiling History scrap books. She
helped with school productions, notably in the make-up room.

Miss Moore suffered from hereditary deafness. A very serious
operation in 1948 gave her much relief but by the end of her life,
she could not hear anything without using a strong hearing aid.

Miss Moore's mind remained lively to the end. (She was a great
crossword enthusiast). When I visited her in hospital during her
last illness, she was still taking an interest in current affairs.

She will be much missed by such of her ex-colleagues who have
survived and by ex-pupils.

S. Culley.



SOUL

There's a certain kind of essence that's present in our days
And there's little comprehension of it's weird and wonderful ways
Our faith prevents it's death and our awareness keeps it living
Yet it's eristence is as misty as the margin of our thinking
And I wonder for a moment is it we who are the shadow
And the entity just the glimmer of a brighter greater meadow
Far beyond the Universe's borders who can say what really lies,
But the answer is fleetingly obvious when you see a person's eyes.
The essence is within them, it is in you and me
But since the dawn of our time, it's never been free
All it takes is a little consciousness that within the truth resides
Open your minds closed people and the reality you will find
And hopes and dreams; your true spirit will unfold
Find the eternal ethereal, simply find your soul.

AYESHA AZF AR LVI




